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Q5  Municipalities often issue long term debt to fund projects. Which of the following options

do you prefer?

Chatham-Kent does not issue debt to fund new capital builds and lifecycle replacement of assets

Chatham-Kent issues debt only for new capital builds and not for lifecycle replacement of assets

Chatham-Kent considers issuing debt on both new capital builds and lifecycle replacement of assets
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Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q6  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options
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Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 03:35 PM

Chatham-Kent needs to accelerate priority projects.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 05:18 PM

Debt is just borrowing from future generations. A well run

organization should have planned for the lifecycles.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 08:12 AM

I would prefer option 4 C-K issue long term debt on lifecycle

replacement of assets!! Why is this not a choice!!!!!!!?

Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:54 AM

We cannot afford any tax increases. Expenses for everything else,

food, heat, materials are so high another property tax increase would

be devastating to most of us especially seniors.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 11:52 AM

CK residence can’t afford more debt

10/08/2022 12:00 PM

More scrutiny on departments requesting funds- too much waste -

especially hiring outside consultants for EVERY project- how can we

have supposedly top people working for us but can't seem to trust

their decision making

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:49 PM

Must live within our means,Don't spend money we don't have and

burden our children with a heavy tax load.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 05:44 PM

Can’t dump money into existing buildings/projects if it is clear the real

solution is new project.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 06:10 AM

Please go ahead with the downtown Chatham mall project

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:29 AM

There needs to be more information about the development of

downtown Chatham centre. Are we the taxpayers paying for this.

Needs to be more involvement from the public. Also existing building

in ck need to be put to use

Q7  Please leave your comment.
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Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:49 AM

Necessary improvements to capital or infrastructure should not be

denied if debt is required so long as managing that debt can be

shown to be managed in a plan full manner over a reasonable time

period.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:28 AM

Budget should be setting aside money continually to keep a fund to

pay for normal upkeep. For example, you know we need maintenance

on the bridges so money should be set aside yearly so that when we

need to repair a bridge then the money is already there. Same for

roof repairs, road repairs, etc.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:35 AM

Debt, for the right reasons properly structured is not a bad thing.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:36 AM

If the lifecycle replacement of assets is preventing us from growing or

adding more housing, then I support using debt to fund it, and

repaying the debt with the new tax revenue.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:11 AM

Capital funds should always be used to replace assets that are

needed but a few years ago patrol cars and shot gun purchases were

not funded from a Capital fund but rather a high increase in taxes for

Chatham-Kent.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:16 PM

In a period where interest rates continue to rise, I think we would be

best served by trying to pay down existing debt instruments and/or

drawing on reserves when necessary to fund capital projects and

replacement costs. This should reduce the overall interest burden on

the Municipality and taxpayers while still ensuring the needs of the

community are addressed. This is especially critical in a time where a

number of Municipal assets are potentially going to be sold. Funds

from these sales should be used to fund new capital projects or

replacements versus taking on new debt.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:57 PM

Lifecycle funding in the municipality needs to be increased to 100%

over a number of years. Funding at 50% is not acceptable, yet this is

where council always cuts to bring in a so-called “acceptable” budget

increase. We are betting the future to pay today’s operating costs.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 09:55 PM

Lifecycle replacement by itself is far more important and should have

been it's own option.
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Anonymous
10/12/2022 11:32 AM

properly vetted debt is good debt as it will grow the community. too

many hands in the pot will ruin the potential

Anonymous
10/14/2022 08:52 PM

It is not appropriate to finance on going maintenance costs with

capital as it results in an unsustainable maintenance plan

Anonymous
10/18/2022 03:07 PM

I am begging council to STOP spending. $1 million of new hydro

funds has been distributed to councillors for ward oriented events

which previously missed out on funding. Assuming 40k homes in Ck,

that is $25 per home and would buy me 3 days of groceries for my

family, and one less visit to a food bank. $25 is a lot to some people.

My landlord always raises my rent according to property tax. I cannot

afford to attend festivals and events. I can hardly pay my rent and

keep food on the table. PLEASE, somebody on council finally listen to

the silent of CK who are too embarrassed to admit the shelter and

food insecurity that lies among you, but you don’t see. I am the

working poor. Meeting me, you would have no idea of the dire

circumstance. Lowering property tax is desperately needed!

Anonymous
10/19/2022 08:17 PM

Let us just fix this city instead of starting unnecessary projects that

will cost all the next generation a hugh debt, and as is planned by the

New World Order, there will only be rich, rich and rich, so will they

pay for these projects. Let's have some common sense, which seems

to have disappeared from some in our upper management.

Anonymous
10/19/2022 09:40 PM

Debt is bad. I learned that young. Let’s pay off our debts and start

saving.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 08:24 AM

With interest rates going up monthly. We can’t afford to pay the

increasing interest on the debt we have now. The city should consider

the current debt as if their a Canadian Chatham family. The city

should focus on trying to get more money from the government for

our roads and bridges. We have a small population with heavy cost.

Can we the people of Ford higher taxes that comes with higher debt

Anonymous
10/20/2022 10:23 AM

debt comes with interest dollars and will cost more

Anonymous
10/20/2022 01:10 PM

Using better explanation of choices. No everyone understands the

language used
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Anonymous
10/20/2022 09:24 PM

We need to make sure weare saving for life cycle expenditures.

Anonymous
10/24/2022 10:31 PM

While it is important to maintain infrastructure it is also important to

plan for the future and doing so requires being sure funding will be

available.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

CK Council does NOT SPEND wisely. The capital project with the

Sears group is a long term massive debt we cannot carry on with this

population. Councillors should NOT have $25,000 capital; budgets of

their own. Stop silly spending! Start asking Staff for Pro's and Con's

on all proposals. Council must be more independent of Staff!!

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:50 PM

Debt is a necessity for all levels of govenment. It is the direct result of

the uncontrolled greed of government suppliers and service

providers. Not going into debt will result in increased taxes on those

who can not afford it to line the pockets of those suppliers. It can not

be avoided until pricing controls are put into place.

10/28/2022 01:04 PM

Chatham-Kent does not seem to want to live according to their

income. As an average homeowner; we by necessity, need to govern

our expenses according to our income. We suggest the municipality

do the same.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:23 AM

Should invest in community building efforts for long term benefits,

including addressing climate change effects and mitigation

Anonymous
10/30/2022 07:11 PM

I would like to see the area plan for big projects and not go into debt

at all. I would also like to see property taxes set at zero instead of

going up 3-4% each year. Reduce your spending.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

I feel we should pay as we go for maintenance items. This is normal

operating expense, even if large expense at times.

OneRidgetown
11/07/2022 02:22 PM

Funding of lifecycle replacement of assets should be restricted to key

infrastructure items

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

Money should not be spent on these things until our economy is

revived. Most taxpayer money should be invested back into the

economy through subsidies of industry. No funding of social things
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like gay parades and such.

Anonymous
11/23/2022 11:49 PM

Really depends on the situation. The only time Chatham Kent should

not use debt is when the justification is “the economic spin-offs”. I’m

not entirely sure that reason actually ever been successfully attained.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 06:18 PM

The cost of up keeping new builds should always be considered

otherwise a new building becomes outdated quickly and potentially

become unusable if not maintained.

Optional question (38 response(s), 185 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q8  Do you support Council continuing to allocate $100,000 a year to support family

physician recruitment in Chatham-Kent?

Yes No

Question options
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Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q9  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options
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Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:05 PM

A doctor or nurse practitioner is desperately needed in Wheatley.

With so many family doctors reaching retirement age, this problem

will also affect other areas of the municipality. As a Wheatley resident

facing the fact that I may be without a family doctor for the first time in

my 64 years of life, $100,000 annually definitely does not seem

extravagant.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:20 PM

We have a significant family doctor shortage in this region and need

to recruit more help to provide care for residents.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 08:35 PM

Quit spending money to attract doctors that are not restricted to ck

residents only.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 11:31 AM

Attracting new people to C-K requires C-K to be attractive: sufficient

physcians; attractive neighbourhoods, attractive activities available.

10/08/2022 12:00 PM

We obviously need more doctors- however do not overlook our

nurses- retention pay should be used to keep them here and not

being poached away

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:55 PM

I’m turning 70 this coming week. I’m very concerned that the closest

Dr. I could find was in Windsor. She’s a wonderful Dr. but that drive in

the winter is challenging, not to mention as I age further it may

become impossible. If you’re currently allocating $100,000/year, it’s

not enough. The last new Dr. to open a practice in Chatham filled his

patient quota in 3 hrs. I didn’t get there in time. Something needs to

be done to get Doctors here ASAP for an aging population.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 07:33 AM

How many more physicians are needed to serve CK? I’d like to see a

walk in clinic supported to avoid long wait times in ER

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:50 AM

This should not be on the backs of taxpayers! The physician's

association should take the initiatve to allocate funds to recruit

physicians to underservices areas.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 02:21 PM

No further bribing Doctors to come to Chatham from Tax dollars !!!

Q10  Please leave your comment.
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Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:49 PM

If they stay in our community more than 5 years.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 03:53 PM

We drive 45 minutes to see a family physician in Lambton County.

Our family is too big (4 adults, 4 children) to find space in a new

clinic.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 05:58 PM

consider other options - nurse practitioner led clinics, funding more for

public health (STD screening and treatment, well baby clinics,

immunizations, smoking cessation, etc - they do a very good job at all

of these and can alleviate pressure from ER/family docs). We need

family doctors, but we also need nurse practitioners

Anonymous
10/10/2022 07:24 PM

At the very minimum, the outlaying smaller towns desperately need

walk-in-clinics, if not full-service doctors.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:29 AM

Many people go to emerge because they have no doctors. My son

and his family lived here 3 years and could not get a dr. Moved to

Alberta this year and no problem getting one

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:29 AM

They should raise the funding level for this program

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:35 AM

If there are not enough Doctors, people will not want to move or live in

ck.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 09:23 AM

The hospital should be funding this, not taxpayers.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:11 AM

Once we're in a physician surplus or near that goal, we should stop

that funding and consider lowering property taxes which are very high

in this region.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 04:45 PM

Difficult to answer this question when there is no explanation of how

the money is currently being spent. Is this money just given as a cash

bonus to physicians, or is it in a form of tax breaks etc.

Anonymous Physician recruitment continues to be a critical issue for our
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10/11/2022 07:16 PM Municipality; there are lots of citizens waiting to access a family

physician. I think these funds are needed and are well-spent, but

would perhaps add a caveat that they be used to attract primarily

family physicians as this is a specialty area that is significantly lacking

in our community and would have the greatest impact for the greatest

number of people.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:57 PM

If more $ is needed to recruit physicians, increase the funding.

Without adequate health care resources the community will not grow.

And without growth the budget issues become more difficult.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 11:48 AM

This figure seems low. A larger initiative should be undertaken.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 02:35 PM

As long are there clear deliverables, evaluation, and demonstration of

impact.

Anonymous
10/13/2022 09:36 AM

This allocation will surely reduce long wait time for families waiting for

physicians.

10/14/2022 04:33 PM

Since many of our doctors are now of an age where retirement may

be considered recruiting family physicians must be a priority. There

are also many residents without a family physician so the more the

better!!

Anonymous
10/17/2022 06:23 PM

Consider creating a medical centre fully furnished for a

doctor/nurse/etc where multiple doctors/specialists/etc could have a

turnkey office setup. Give them reasonable rental/lease terms to

make it attractive. The city has several empty buildings where this

could be done and the private sector (eg. downtown mall) might even

find it attractive..

Anonymous
10/18/2022 03:07 PM

I am begging council to STOP spending. $1 million of new hydro

funds has been distributed to councillors for ward oriented events

which previously missed out on funding. Assuming 40k homes in Ck,

that is $25 per home and would buy me 3 days of groceries for my

family, and one less visit to a food bank. $25 is a lot to some people.

My landlord always raises my rent according to property tax. I cannot

afford to attend festivals and events. I can hardly pay my rent and

keep food on the table. PLEASE, somebody on council finally listen to

the silent of CK who are too embarrassed to admit the shelter and

food insecurity that lies among you, but you don’t see. I am the
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working poor. Meeting me, you would have no idea of the dire

circumstance. Lowering property tax is desperately needed!

Anonymous
10/19/2022 08:17 PM

Just heard that these doctors have no say in how they set up their

practise, now why would that be, no wonder they leave

Anonymous
10/19/2022 10:59 PM

Too many of our small towns are losing doctors. These are aging

populations with no means to travel very far. It is time Chatham kent

starts to help the smaller communities that they claim have the

highest growth

Anonymous
10/23/2022 11:11 AM

Wheatley desperatley needs a doctor or two

Anonymous
10/26/2022 01:10 PM

Having family doctors come in to assist people in Chatham Kent

should be a top priority.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

Blenheim Needs a family doctor. Less assigned to the hospital.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:50 PM

These incentives have not worked as expected in any municipality

where they have been applied, except the far north. The area needs

to be made attrictive in other ways.

10/27/2022 07:39 PM

We barely have healthcare. We desperately need doctors and

nurses.

10/28/2022 01:04 PM

The current process does not seem to be working. What do other

municipalities do in such cases.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 07:50 AM

I already have a family doctor and I never get sick anyways!

Anonymous
10/31/2022 08:08 AM

There are lots of people qualified to practice as doctors however they

cannot be certified in Canada due to restrictive rules. Fix the problem.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

I have been here over two years without a family doctor. How can the

municipality encourage people to come to Chatham and not be able

to provide basic health care. Whether for me or for young families? It
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is a key ingredient for growth.

Anonymous
11/01/2022 09:23 AM

While I know this would be difficult, I hope any recruitment of Doctors

ensures their career path in CK is not just a stepping stone position

so they can move to Toronto after a couple years of practice.

Anonymous
11/01/2022 09:25 AM

Please make it easier for immigrant doctors to work here. Way too

much red tape.

Anonymous
11/01/2022 11:01 AM

This investment has NOT paid off in the long term. How many years

have we funded this and there is negligible ROI. Every municipality in

Canada has the same problem. Stop throwing money at a problem

that is beyond our control to solve.

OneRidgetown
11/07/2022 02:22 PM

It is essential quality doctors are attracted to CK an increase in this

amount should be considered.

Anonymous
11/10/2022 08:56 PM

Can't believe that it is so hard, long and difficult to find a primary care

physician. Yes we need to put every effort towards finding doctors.

Perhaps have the municipality owning a home and have the

physician live there rent free? Only have them pay for utilities? Just a

suggestion.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

Maybe some money, but not $100k. It shouldn’t cost that much just to

recruit people. We should decrease cost of living and support

reproduction and the family structure so that we can have our own

people employed as doctors rather than outsourced.

Anonymous
11/21/2022 04:24 AM

How would the money be spent? Does it have an impact?

Anonymous
11/21/2022 10:45 AM

What are the results of this initiative in previous years? What does the

money go towards, just head hunting or as a bonus to potential

doctors?

Anonymous
11/23/2022 02:13 PM

It’s a needed program but we need to build amenities to draw and

keep these professionals here. People want more than money to

move here, they want to be able to enjoy everything CK has to offer. I

would suggest this program work with current groups that showcase

C-K. Perhaps subsidize golf memberships in conjunction with Maple
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City or Willow Ridge, membership in the C-K Pickleball and Chatham

Tennis clubs. Boating excursions with a fishing charter. Find what

they enjoy away from their professional day and give them a taste of

life in CK.

Anonymous
11/25/2022 10:55 AM

The family physician shortage is a federal and provincial issue that

requires the attention of the provincial and federal governments. We

MSUT not spend municipal tax dollars on this problem

Anonymous
11/27/2022 03:14 PM

With our shortage of family doctors, it is imperative that CK recruit

along with all other communities. To sit back and hope someone

picks Chatham-Kent would be very short sighted.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 06:05 PM

It is needed to be competitive with other communities also seeking

physicians.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 06:18 PM

There is a lot of completion to recruit qualified professionals ( there is

also a potential graduation gap because of pandemic restrictions)

Anonymous
11/27/2022 07:17 PM

Some physicians never remain after recruitment contract finished.

Optional question (52 response(s), 171 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q11  How satisfied are you with the current level of service provided by Public Works for

road maintenance?

Very Satisfied Satisfied Somewhat Satisfied Not Satisfied

Question options
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Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q12  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options
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Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 03:35 PM

There will always be maintenance needs. Spending needs to stay in

check.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:20 PM

Snow clearance was spotty last winter I hope it can be a lot better to

keep roads safe during snow storms not just 24 hours later.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 05:18 PM

Although more expensive, i really think firing the planning personel

and contracting that work out would be a good idea. The two large

bridge programs were total failires because of poor planning and

oversight from the city. Contract services may be more expensive, but

the costs from the failures cost more.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 07:05 PM

Some of the main roads like Keil Drive between Richmond and Park

Ave has been like a roller coaster and poorly built for 10+ years yet

smaller streets with less traffic are maintained

Anonymous
10/07/2022 08:35 PM

Council should think of giving the front line public workers a

significant raise so they can hire and keep workers instead of losing

good workers to jobs that offer much more money. Quit giving out tax

dollars to the councillors who vote on there own raises and let the

public have a say.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 11:08 PM

Since the explosion, many side roads have become badly in

disrepair. These roads should be fixed, and also more rural roads

such as cemetery road should be tar&amp;chipped… many nice

newer properties down that road and the owners and their vehicles

deserve a better road as they pay high taxes too. Thank you

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:18 AM

Sometimes potholes on gravel roads could be filled with a bucket of

gravel rather the grading the whole road.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 07:53 AM

Sidewalk clearing could be better

Anonymous
10/08/2022 08:03 AM

Rural areas need equal attention to urban areas.

Q13  Please leave your comment.
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Anonymous
10/08/2022 08:12 AM

Service is better than it used to be but fall short of what Lambton

county provides

Anonymous
10/08/2022 09:16 AM

Planning seems to be an issue lately as alternate routes seem to also

have construction all within the same area.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 11:31 AM

I see no point in replacing curbs and sidewalks unless there is a

safety issue, not just because grass is growing over! Repaving roads

such as Keil Trail South which is in bad shape should take

precedence over replacing curbs and sidewalks. The recent

reconstruction of Grand Ave East did not require replacement of

sidewalks.

10/08/2022 12:00 PM

The rubber tar strips that are used to fill in cracks has been a huge

improvement- however when you are dumping asphalt on the road

without tamping it down is counter productive

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:55 PM

I know it’s a tough balancing act but roads continue to deteriorate

faster than they get repaired. I’ve noticed the quality of road

resurfacing is very poor. When a road is resurfaced there shouldn’t be

a 6” drop to manhole covers. This results in most cars having to get

their stabilizer links replaced. Again on the quality issue, the road was

resurfaced on the street where I reside. The is a crown in the road

between my driveway and the nearest sewer grate. Half my driveway

fills with water to the point that I have to wear boots to get in my

truck. This is not acceptable.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 08:26 AM

Just drive through Wheatley all the roads are tore up from truck traffic

because main road is closed They need fixed and main road needs

opened

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:50 AM

Too many projects going on at the same time leading to great

disruptions in traffic flow throughout the city. Heavy construction

equipment takes shortcuts through residential neighborhoods to get

to project ie. Grand Ave. This leads to noise and wear on these

roads.Awarded contractor takes way too long to complete a project

ie. Grand Avenue road construction 2022!

Anonymous
10/09/2022 10:30 AM

Gravel roads are a mess. CK doesn’t keep them up. Have to ask to

get roads graded. Dust control is less than minimal.
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Anonymous
10/09/2022 02:21 PM

This PUC and Engineering Departments have a TERRIBLE track

record with regard to road and building projects in this Municipality !!

Fire ALL of them and start over. THIS time hire people who know

what they are doing and give a damn about getting it done on TIME

and ON Budget !! NO MORE Build Permits to the likes of "

BOOOTon" .

Anonymous
10/09/2022 06:51 PM

Outlying gravel roads need more attention. We didn't have this

pothole problem before amalgamation.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:49 PM

If they start a project finish it.Example:Repair broken water main over

3 months ago.Have been back 3 times still not paved over causing

dust and danger to drivers also also causing flying stones when a car

hits the patch.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:08 PM

There Is obviously no supervision whatsoever with any public works

little no no proper maintenance is currently being done

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:43 PM

I have intently watched Public Works employees. They are basically

lazy , poorly supervised , overpaid and poorly trained.Need to get rid

of this sacred cow and contract out the work.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:29 AM

Many rural roads are not up to par.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:49 AM

Far too many inner city/neighborhood roads require patching and

resurfacing. There is a noticeable shortcoming around CK in this

regard.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:31 AM

So many roads are in terrible shape. Wonder why only small sections

are repaired are at a time.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:35 AM

I have been advocating for better road maintenance for years, esp in

rural ck, and the roads continue to get worse and worse.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:11 AM

There doesn't appear to be any foresight in other projects for the

same area which should have been consolidated into one project to

save money. eg. road repairs or repaving one year and then roads

torn up the next for storm sewers.
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Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:57 PM

As previously mentioned, without adequate life cycle funding, Public

Works &amp; Engineering cannot complete all of the road

maintenance that should be done.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 09:55 PM

The gravel roads in Tilbury East have been falling apart all year and

when they do come with the grader they do a really poor job

compared to years past.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 10:05 AM

Why has council not implemented the recommendation of the last

consult (using tax dollars) by developing an IT solution to road repair

requests and rural requests from citizens? This portal would allow

rural citizens to request rock, brine or to request the city stop putting

rock on the rural road, grass cutting and snow removal. This would

reduce costs. I, personally, have requested brine for our road, have

been locked inside due to the dust and have replaced numerous tires

from the “road repair” work, being done. I also have pictures to show

for wasted tax dollars. Like, snow plows on a Sunday when there was

no snow. These costs can be re-applied where needed - like to actual

snow removal. It is not fair to pay for consultants, and then not

implement their recommendations. This is an easy IT solution that

could have been completed. The number of consultants should also

be reduced, since council fails to act on any of the changes

suggested.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 12:45 PM

Terrible road grading. Send them to school to learn how to do it

properly. Does every gravel road need to be a washboard when

approaching stop sign? Where is the dust control? Road grading on

the shoulders of the road chews up grass and ruins driveways. Makes

for terrible driving conditions!!!!!!! Have seen road graders doing their

own ?

Anonymous
10/12/2022 02:35 PM

We have bigger issues in the community than potholes.

Anonymous
10/13/2022 01:15 PM

Work takes far too long No advice given of project scope and timeline

Deadlines are not met

Anonymous
10/17/2022 12:44 PM

Many roads that did NOT need repairs were done, while those that

needed repairs were neglected

Anonymous A work order was issued early in the spring to repair the curb at the
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10/18/2022 11:11 AM entrance to my driveway. This is now October and yet to be done.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 03:07 PM

I am begging council to STOP spending. $1 million of new hydro

funds has been distributed to councillors for ward oriented events

which previously missed out on funding. Assuming 40k homes in Ck,

that is $25 per home and would buy me 3 days of groceries for my

family, and one less visit to a food bank. $25 is a lot to some people.

My landlord always raises my rent according to property tax. I cannot

afford to attend festivals and events. I can hardly pay my rent and

keep food on the table. PLEASE, somebody on council finally listen to

the silent of CK who are too embarrassed to admit the shelter and

food insecurity that lies among you, but you don’t see. I am the

working poor. Meeting me, you would have no idea of the dire

circumstance. Lowering property tax is desperately needed!

Anonymous
10/19/2022 08:17 PM

Garbage

Anonymous
10/20/2022 10:51 AM

Wheatley requires more maintenance this coming year due to the

rerouted traffic pattern due to the explosion.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 05:45 PM

Councilor are stale, stuck in a routine. We need new people

Anonymous
10/20/2022 06:00 PM

You grade our road every other week, it continues to be a Hazzard at

the stop, we skid. Paving is cheaper with the amount of traffic we

have on Gregory Line.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 09:24 PM

Need to plan for road repairs further in advance, follow a schedule,

plus have a fund for unplanned extreme use (Wheatley sides streets)

Anonymous
10/23/2022 10:02 PM

Wheatley roads are a disgrace - the detours for the explosion are full

of patches — but even Pier road is uneven and a roller coaster of

bumps -

Anonymous
10/24/2022 10:31 PM

Rose Beach line is permanently closed near Wildwood trailer park.

Mckinlay line is now used by everyone coming and going to hwy 3

and Rondeau area including the provincial Park. There is a 3.5 Km. of

Mckinlay that is gravel, that section from Rose Beach Line to New

Scotland line that should be at the very least tar chipped. Also since

Talbot Trail is closed Between Stevenson rd and Coatworth rd is
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closed it makes sense to pave concession #2

Anonymous
10/26/2022 01:11 PM

I know there is a schedule for when roads are re-done or cubs added

but there are worse roads in chatham that should be redone before

other that have years left.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

Piecemeal repairs along Little St Blenheim represent Repairs while

blocks of it have been patched for many years. DO an entire road!!!

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:50 PM

The bare minimum is all that is being done and that is not enough to

stop the mounting costs incurred by doing the bare minimum.

Anonymous
10/28/2022 10:22 AM

The municipal gravel road maintenance level is poor. The graders do

not do a good enough job grading the roads. They fail to cut out the

pot holes and washboarding and simply place loose material over the

areas in need of repair.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 08:16 AM

Make better choices when it comes to road work repairs. Perhaps

involve the community

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:10 AM

We've been waiting for a road to be paved for 4 years. Road

maintenance is not a priority outside the city of Chatham.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 06:37 AM

Way too much wasted time by the employees on site. 1 person

working and 4 leaning on shovels watching is not productive work.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 08:08 AM

Our dirt road is in constant disrepair. More people have moved full

time to Bluff Line and the constant traffic along with large machinery

being transported up and down for renovation on our street and into

Campers Cove along with bluff repairs have eroded our street once

again. The lake is getting closer to the street once again on the bend.

Hydro poles are getting closer to the bluff on the bend and land in

that area is sinking.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 11:16 AM

It's the same every year send out the hot asphalt truck and drive by

95% of the holes. Lack of road paving and lazy city employees!!!

Anonymous Good roads suggest a well-maintained municipality with
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10/31/2022 03:01 PM transportation safety as a priority. There are too many patch jobs on

some urban roads.

Anonymous
11/01/2022 02:39 PM

Servicing roads that do NOT need it and ignoring the ones that do.

Anonymous
11/03/2022 10:15 PM

Weeds are allowed to thrive in curbs, gutters and medians which in

turn damage asphalt and allow freeze, thaw damage, plus it looks like

crap. Environmentally safe solutions are available to combat this

issue. Another possible solution would be to run the sweeper truck

down the street more than once every three months to clean up the

dirt. My out of town relatives and guests frequently comment on how

untidy things look .I don't believe this is a service level increase, this

is a neglect of service.

OneRidgetown
11/07/2022 02:22 PM

It is evident in some areas of CK that heavy vehicles are impacting

some roadways more than others. When such areas include school

zones road repairs should be given priority to these zones.

Anonymous
11/10/2022 08:56 PM

I had requested dust control on the road in front of my property and

the case was closed without any communication to me the land

owner. I have now called 3 times and still no answers. There is no

communication from public works road maintenance to land owners.

Terrible customer service.

Anonymous
11/12/2022 10:13 AM

I believe Public Works does a good job, however, that is not always

the case with contractors. Consider having a larger municipal staff to

reduce use of contractors. Also, you should include the cost of

"follow-up" repairs to work done by a contractor along with the

contractor fee in order to get the real cost of the maintenance/repair

work. Municipality has recently had to dig up and replace a storm

sewer on Coverdale after the contractor left concrete residue which

plugged up the drain. It makes sense to me to hire a contractor who

will do the job properly, not necessarily the lowest tender bid. I would

rather pay more in taxes and get the job done properly the first time.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

I think road maintenance is fine and we actually put too much money

into it. However, it takes way too long. Roads and bridges are closed

for months on end. This effects the ease and cost of commuting

across our communities.

Anonymous Roads maintenance currently exceeds the provincial guidelines.
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11/25/2022 10:55 AM There is no need to exceed these guidelines this is expensive an is a

factor to the ever growing municipal tax rate

Anonymous
11/27/2022 07:17 PM

Of course the smaller regions are not deemed important and priorities

should be based on safety and increased growth .

Optional question (61 response(s), 162 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q14  Would you be willing to help maintain Municipal property outside your home to avoid

increased costs to you as a property owner?

Yes No

Question options

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120 113

110

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q15  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

75

148

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:05 PM

It is not that I am not willing to help maintain municipal property

outside our home, but unfortunately neither my husband or I are

physically able to do so. We accept that we have to pay to get certain

services.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:20 PM

There is a strip of land behind our house owned by the town that is

rarely mowed and full of weeds, I would gladly take care of it myself

so weeds don’t creep into our lawn. However I’m concerned about

elderly ability to clear snow on sidewalks, I think town could help with

that on as needed basis.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 05:18 PM

Contract the work out. The city shouldn't be a charity for hiring 100+

people too incompentent to keep a job in the private sector.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 07:05 PM

Senior citizens struggle with yard maintenance and snow removal so

this is penalizing them.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 08:44 PM

If the 108 employees are unable to manage the duties perhaps more

need to be hired or outsource the entire department

Anonymous
10/07/2022 11:08 PM

I would help maintain property in close proximity to my house, yes.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:18 AM

It should be a stated expectation that residents keep the sewer grates

and gutters clear; sweeping grass and leaves into them isn’t

acceptable. It shouldn’t require a street sweeper.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 07:53 AM

Are you kidding. Upset that winter sidewalk deicing has been off

loaded to property owners who happen to have city sidewalk NOT

FAIR!

Anonymous
10/08/2022 09:40 AM

I already do remove weeds in a couple municipal lots.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 11:31 AM

I have been doing the grass cutting of the boulevard on the side of

my home for years. I have also been taking care of the median in

front of my home - however, I will soon be unable to do this! Do NOT

Q16  Please leave your comment.
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allow developers to include vegetation in medians UNLESS the

municipality is willing to maintain it annually - that's part of making the

community attractive!

Anonymous
10/08/2022 11:52 AM

The municipality does not take care of anything on my property.I do

notice 5 workers standing around and 1 guy working throughout

Chatham. Not sure why 6 employees are sent when 1 is doing the

job.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 07:33 AM

Erieau already supports CK (beach clean up, Laverne Kelly Park,

boulevard clean up, gardens and fundraising to enhance our village.

We need more support from city.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 07:35 AM

This is not a 24/7 service. It is a 24/7 "on call" service. Stop

bullshitting the taxpayers.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 08:26 AM

I already mow the lot beside my property

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:50 AM

Already do as I live on a corner.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 10:30 AM

Rural roads don’t get enough attention. But our taxes keep going up.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 02:21 PM

Chatham Kent Taxpayer`s pay some of the HIGHEST Taxes in this

Province and now you suggest we be the one`s to pickup shovels ??

How about getting the 5 guy`s watching the one guy working , to do

something ??

Anonymous
10/09/2022 06:51 PM

We wish we could, but we are seniors. We do cut the grass on each

side of our rural driveway.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:49 PM

Pay enough tax already.Find ways to save money in budget to pay for

road repair.Eg.We dont need a multi million dollar arena.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 10:54 AM

We already mow the municipal ditch in front of our property and the

grass along the road side, about 300 ft. We don't mind.
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Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:08 PM

They are lazy unsupervised ride around in pickups doing little to

nothing we need a complete revamp of the public works system

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:43 PM

We are throwing unacceptable tax money out the window.If the Public

Works employee did an honest days work for an honest days pay we

would not have to ask this question.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 03:53 PM

As a rural owner, yes. However I struggle with elderly homeowners

having to do their own matinence of municipal properties surrounding

their homes.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 04:20 PM

I live rural, don’t get many/most services and support

Anonymous
10/10/2022 05:44 PM

Is this a real question. Do I want to work for free? Find ways to save.

Find services that have alternative options. Explore. Don’t ask ppl if

they will do the work to avoid raising taxes. What a threat and what a

dumb question to ask the public.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 07:24 PM

I live in a large building, this is mostly non-applicable.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 08:55 PM

my age don't allow

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:29 AM

I maintain my own property

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:49 AM

Would like more information on what type of upkeep is being

referenced.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:28 AM

Most people cut the grass on the boulevard across from their homes. I

also am continually picking up garbage along the highway when I

walk.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:29 AM

I'm not sure what a taxpayer can do to help maintain municipal roads

other than perhaps clearing a sidewalk,

Anonymous I already cut the grass on our boulevards on both sides of the road
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10/11/2022 08:31 AM and maintain the break wall on the river bank.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:36 AM

I believe that we should hire more road maintenance people to ensure

the work is done properly and in good time.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 10:56 AM

If we are talking about grass cutting and such of the municipal

property abutting my property, then yes. However, road, sewer and

structural maintenance should be left to the professionals

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:11 AM

A feasibility study should be done to determine near 80% utilization of

city staff and outsource for years of more servicing to save money for

the taxpayers which should be one of the major priorities of

budgeting. Growth vs Prudence spending to save money. By lowering

taxes, the city also attracts more business and individuals to the area

which also contributes to the tax base.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:56 AM

Can not afford any more increase in taxes so perhaps I could do more

to maintain city property???? Even a 1% increase in property taxes

will hurt me

Anonymous
10/11/2022 04:45 PM

What resources are you lacking here....money, workers, etc

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:16 PM

This is highly dependent on what exactly would need to be

maintained and whether I or other property owners would be able to

do so both from a physical and financial perspective. For example,

cutting grass would be no issue but having property owners pay out of

their own pocket for things such as salt for Municipal sidewalks is

likely to be an unpopular decision.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:57 PM

I am uncertain what “maintaining municipal property” means or would

entail.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 10:05 AM

Are you going to reduce my taxes? In rural Chatham, the municipality

does not pick up garbage or recycling, plow the roads quickly for us

to get to work, fail to lay brine once rock with lime dust is added to

roadways, failure to maintain road maintenance for their own errors

causing safety issues for citizens. And you still increase my taxes

every year. If you plan to provide an option to reduce my taxes in

exchange for my work, then maybe. Also, your insurance better still

cover any damage done by my work efforts, because that’s the
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reason we aren’t allowed to have our farmers clear our roads, right?

Anonymous
10/12/2022 12:45 PM

110 operators working 24/7…..really, where are they, in the city of

Chatham. Certainly not in the county. Available resources contracted

out……not understanding that one!

Anonymous
10/13/2022 10:07 AM

I do roadside grass cutting

10/14/2022 04:33 PM

Since I am quite far off the road and maintain my road going to the

main road I do enough

Anonymous
10/14/2022 08:52 PM

I have a full time job. Hire people to create good full time jobs or let

things go

Anonymous
10/17/2022 12:44 PM

Happy to help out if it means reducing increases in property taxes.

Weeds and garbage should've been taken care of by the same

people that cut the grass. The municipal building is and has been an

embarrassment in regards to maintenance of weeds and garbage.

Anonymous
10/17/2022 07:02 PM

life is so busy who has time for extras

Anonymous
10/18/2022 11:11 AM

Technically most property owners already cut grass and other

maintenance on municipally owned portion of their property. This also

includes clearing snow &amp; ice from sidewalks.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 03:07 PM

I am begging council to STOP spending. $1 million of new hydro

funds has been distributed to councillors for ward oriented events

which previously missed out on funding. Assuming 40k homes in Ck,

that is $25 per home and would buy me 3 days of groceries for my

family, and one less visit to a food bank. $25 is a lot to some people.

My landlord always raises my rent according to property tax. I cannot

afford to attend festivals and events. I can hardly pay my rent and

keep food on the table. PLEASE, somebody on council finally listen to

the silent of CK who are too embarrassed to admit the shelter and

food insecurity that lies among you, but you don’t see. I am the

working poor. Meeting me, you would have no idea of the dire

circumstance. Lowering property tax is desperately needed!
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Anonymous
10/19/2022 08:17 PM

Will this decrease my property taxes, if not , then why would we take

a job from someone, unless someone like your offices are pocketing

the budget money in their pocket,  can't seem to get

an answer(an honest answer) from your office

Anonymous
10/20/2022 07:22 PM

I do this now. I maintain the roadside in front of my property.

Anonymous
10/23/2022 03:17 PM

What type of maintenance? Raking leaves and shoveling snow is do-

able, but if you expect me to fix a sewage pipe then you're asking too

much.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

Spend more wisely. Seniors have no ability to do this either physically

or financially.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:50 PM

I am already paying for this maintenance, but the municipality is

squandering those taxes elsewhere. Why should I pay with my money

AND my time?

Anonymous
10/26/2022 06:51 PM

Every homeholder should be held accountable to the area in front of

their homes. Boulevard grass cutting and snow removal. The elderly

of physically challenged should be able to get people or students

needing community service hours to do this for them.

Anonymous
10/27/2022 07:49 PM

I prefer to shovel my own sidewalk

10/28/2022 01:04 PM

We currently do just that; however, many, many other property

owners do not adhere to this practice. Since we live in an area that is

"East" of the city of Chatham, we seem to be a forgotten rural (not at

all important to the muncipality) and our property standards are not

listen to despite our contacts to the appropriate departments. Are you

paying attention - ? We had an instance of a 'municipal'

owned tree damaged and wished to speak to the manager of the

Public Works Department. He sent word that he would contact us

within 1 hour. Did not happen! Why on earth would we have expected

anything different; he definitely did not care!

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:23 AM

That is the job of municipal government. Collective taxes support

communal need.
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Anonymous
10/30/2022 11:38 AM

I already pay too much taxes City needs to look at staff cuts.

Secondly revenue has increased with all the new housing starts.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:50 PM

I do that now. I rake the leaves from the curbs, which rarely gets done

by the street sweeper, and so the sewers can drain properly. I

attempt to trim the boulevard trees which never got done after 2

phone calls to the city.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 06:37 AM

We already clean the area in front of our home, garbage and

recycling are the only things I have seen done in 12 years

Anonymous
10/31/2022 08:08 AM

Are you asking me to repair the road? I don't have the know how or

resources to do that. We don't have sewers or a paved road so

clearing leaves from the grates and sweeping gutters is not an option

but if it was, I would gladly do that. I already walk the road from Bluff

Line and up Zion to highway 3 and pick up garbage regularly. My

contribution to keeping my neighborhood nice.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 11:16 AM

If your willing to pay me some kind of benefit to help.....

Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

I am attempting to age in place and as I age I can do fewer and fewer

maintenance items around my property and therefore have to pay for

the work to be done. Paying through taxes is still more cost-effective

for me.

Anonymous
11/01/2022 09:23 AM

It would be helpful if the Municipality listed the most effective things to

help out with. Especially in the rural area. It would also help if the

Municipality included info on any standards, best practice or

regulations when doing this work. (ie: fixing a fallen road sign...height,

depth in soil, distance from intersection etc.). I think a link to this

information and a list of activities to help with ailed out on a single

piece of paper would be very helpful.

Anonymous
11/03/2022 10:15 PM

I already help out by keeping the storm drain in front of my house

clear of leaves, sticks, dirt and weeds and garbage that blows off the

collection truck. The problem is the 9 houses on either side of me that

I would need to clean in front of as it all ends up at my place

eventually. As per previous comment, send the sweeper. Again,

neglect of a previous front line service made to look as if it would be

a new service that needs to be funded.
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OneRidgetown
11/07/2022 02:22 PM

Given the aging communities in Chatham-Kent it could be

problematic to impose the maintenance of Municipal property outside

of homes. Further consideration of physically challenged individuals

or other individuals that have motility issues indicates the best

delivery of such services remain with the Municipality.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

I think municipal property adjacent to houses should have simple

maintenance done by homeowners. This includes grass cutting,

weed-whacking, and cleanup. Any assets owned by the municipality

on said property should be kept safe and in good condition, with

minimal interference from municipal employees.

Anonymous
11/21/2022 10:45 AM

What expectations would be expected for homeowners? This seems

a bit too vague. What are the penalties for someone not doing them?

How much could be saved by this initiative?

Anonymous
11/23/2022 02:13 PM

Create a volunteer organization to keep CK beautiful. Enlisting

secondary students as part of their community service requirement to

graduate. Even pulling weeds from traffic islands which is a constant

eyesore in the summer months.

Anonymous
11/23/2022 11:49 PM

The last time the municipality was trusted to protect my curb appeal,

they sucked at it. It’s too lazy and I would be equally interested in an

additional levy for “cares about aesthetic” to prevent lazy and sloppy

work.

Anonymous
11/24/2022 12:39 PM

Erieau already assist with clean up and maintenance in our village.

Not roads but municipal property and beaches and parks.

Anonymous
11/25/2022 10:55 AM

I would be willing to maintain the municipal property out front of my

house. The municipality could launch a project to reduce the 3,500km

of roads and 688 km of sewers that require maintenance.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 03:14 PM

The property in front of my home in Erieau is not serviced by the

municipality. i.e. grass cutting or snow plowing etc.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 06:05 PM

If there are things homeowners can do, they should. Recognizing the

different abilities of homeowners, this shouldn’t be prescribed.
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Anonymous
11/27/2022 07:17 PM

My taxes are already high enough for few services, in this area .

Optional question (75 response(s), 148 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q17  How important is affordable housing to you and for the Chatham-Kent community?

Very Important Important Somewhat Important Not Important

Question options

10
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90 85

59

52

27

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q18  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options
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Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 03:35 PM

Chatham-Kent needs grants to build affordable housing. It is not the

sole responsibility of Chatham-Kent.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:20 PM

Already have housing thankfully and hope value of our house goes

up as a sign of prosperity in the region.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 08:35 PM

Full time public works workers cannot afford to start out by buying a

house in ck on their current wages.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:18 AM

Need more small homes.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 08:12 AM

Development fees, the lack of a flexible and efficient building

inspection department make it unlikely C-K can build affordable

housing

Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:54 AM

Except it's never a 1% increase. It's always more, and the

constituents are not able to afford those increases.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:59 AM

We can barely afford what we have already!!

Anonymous
10/09/2022 08:26 AM

I would rather see senior apartment or retirement living increased

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:50 AM

Affordable housing's definition varies with those who have $ and

tnose who dont or are on a strict budget. The homeless get taken

care of but there are many who fall through the cracks ie the working

poor who cant afford a 1 bedroom apt in CK.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 10:30 AM

I believe building housing should not be funded by taxes.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 02:21 PM

Who came up with the idea that Taxpayer`s / Homeowners , be the

ones to pay for housing for other people ?? Homeowner`s are already

paying for everything including the School Tax for everybody`s kids ,

which includes RENTERs . The provinced downloaded on us a long

Q19  Please leave your comment.
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time ago. So now we are geting downloaded on again. How about

you stop this Taxpayer subsidizing of housing ?? Nobody ever asked

the Property Taxpayers if it was Alright if we paid for some stranger`s

housing. What are YOU people COMMUNISTS !!!! Now every drug

taking , useless BUM can come to C-K and get FREE.. FREE.. FREE

!! Try living next to one of these subsidized BUM Palaces and find out

what life is like for the Property Tax payers. Those people are on you

property in the middle of the night attempting to break-in to you Car or

house. They come out at night , from the BUM Palaces to rob and

loot. I have the videos to prove it. They come out at night because

they sleep off their drug-use, thru the day , when most able bodied

honest people are AT WORK or school trying to better themeslves.

The NEXT time some "  -Do-Gooder " suggests another

subsidized place to open , it should be in HER backyard FIRST !!

Anonymous
10/09/2022 06:51 PM

Prices have gotten out of hand for apartments for students and

seniors in our community. New ones going up are even more

expensive, like the one on King Street. We have Toronto landlords

coming in and raising prices in our little community. Terrible !!

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:49 PM

If you cant afford a place to live

creates,homelessness,frustration,crime etc.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 03:53 PM

I support all new builds including affordable housing for a variety of

sizes of families. I work with families and see entire neighbourhoods

being classified as well-off or poor. Why should poor people be forced

to live in crappy neighbourhoods? With mixed unit sizes you’re able to

accommodate a variety of families and residents within a

neighbourhoods. Ie, families, single people and older couples. This

allows a “takes a village” mentality. Single people can look in on

seniors, seniors can offer emergency child care… etc.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 05:44 PM

Of course it’s important. It’s a crisis. And any politician that says they

have a solution is full of shit. It’s so complex.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 05:58 PM

consider taxing individuals higher who own more than two properties,

Anonymous
10/10/2022 07:24 PM

The disabled and elderly desperately need access to if not an RGI

unit, at least the portable benefit as soon as possible to help avoid

homelessness.
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Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:29 AM

My son and his wife moved to Alberta. Rentals discussing moused

infested. Land lord didn’t care. Complained thru the tenants act.

Nothing done.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:49 AM

In todays economic climate, it is more important than ever to

understand, what is really meant by the term ‘affordable housing.’

Affordability is a very subjective term, as is the type of housing that is

contemplated as the solution. To build or encourage the construction

of more dense, townhome developments that over time become

derelict is not practical. Complicated as it likely is, the use of

subsidies to assist those requiring same to access existing housing

or new housing stock might be preferable. This is an issue that both

provincial and federal governments must share significant

responsibility in addressing.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:29 AM

CK needs to assist in affordable housing projects similar to

involvement back in the 1980's. Also CK must get involved in

assisting in getting development land available for housing

development in Wallaceburg. All other urban centers in CK have seen

record new houses built, Wallaceburg hasn't seen any new homes

due to unavailability of development land in at least 10 years.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 09:23 AM

These funds should primarily come from provincial and federal

sources.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:11 AM

You can't take an arbitrary number and increase taxes by that amount

because taxes will always be going up exponentially from that figure

rather than from a calculated amount. There should have been

decreases in prior years and or zero increases due to hardships with

many senior citizens in the area like Windsor, Sarnia and other

smaller communities were able to achieve. Also, Garnet Newkirk and

some other mayors years ago attracted more businesses to the area

by lowering taxes. This is unlike our prior CEO who also hired more

personnel when taxes rose rather than passing on the savings to the

taxpayers.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 10:05 AM

Affordable housing is based on rent. The municipality built new

apartments that were affordable at $1800/month! Affordable for

whom? That’s outrageous. You need to build smaller homes with

regulated rent, so people can save money and get ahead and buy a

bigger home themselves. Like we used to be able to do. Don’t

promise better housing if rent is still going to be over $1000/month. A

tiny home complex would work perfect on any of these empty lots
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scattered through Chatham. Also, maybe have the person in the

white van stop dropping homeless people off outside of town on the

back country roads. Might help there too.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 11:32 AM

afforadable housing is the back bone of a community. if people

cannot afford to have their basic needs met, they cannot grow and

improve chatham kent

Anonymous
10/13/2022 10:07 AM

As a middle class tax payer, I am tired of hearing about affordable

housing

Anonymous
10/17/2022 12:44 PM

Not sure what the real answer is here. There should be a way to keep

landlords from increasing rents to atrocious amounts that no one can

afford. This creates homelessness.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 11:11 AM

First of all what is considered to be affordable housing ? At what price

range ? And at what cost to the taxpayer ? Our property taxes are

already too high. Affordable housing is a Federal issue created by the

Federal government as a direct result of their immigration policies.

This should never be a municipal issue.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 03:07 PM

By affordable housing, I am referring to affordable housing to ALL

residents, not subsidized housing, as many of us don’t qualify; and

fall through the cracks. I am begging council to STOP spending. $1

million of new hydro funds has been distributed to councillors for

ward oriented events which previously missed out on funding.

Assuming 40k homes in Ck, that is $25 per home and would buy me

3 days of groceries for my family, and one less visit to a food bank.

$25 is a lot to some people. My landlord always raises my rent

according to property tax. I cannot afford to attend festivals and

events. I can hardly pay my rent and keep food on the table. PLEASE,

somebody on council finally listen to the silent of CK who are too

embarrassed to admit the shelter and food insecurity that lies among

you, but you don’t see. I am the working poor. Meeting me, you would

have no idea of the dire circumstance. Lowering property tax is

desperately needed!

Anonymous
10/19/2022 08:17 PM

No such thing as affordable housing in these days.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 05:45 PM

It's important enough that there in no way should have been a $17

000 increase in New homes. Mayor and every councilor should be
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ashamed. This is skyrocketing all over social media groups. This

needs to change back to the original cost.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 06:00 PM

Your new fee for permits increased $17000. You are in no means a

catalyst for affordable housing. New families need to be considered

just as much as low income.

Anonymous
10/23/2022 03:17 PM

It's important to the extent that it can be solved by removing red tape

for developers to increase the housing supply, and by providing

education to people struggling to budget their personal finances

better. Other then that, affordable housing should NOT be funded by

the municipality.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 01:10 PM

The amount of homeless people in Chatham is rising because they

cannot afford the cost of living right now. These people are our

neighbours, friends, coworkers, etc.

10/28/2022 01:04 PM

We have 1st hand knowledge of Ontario Works department; as well

as Child Welfare department and know that there is wide-spread

abuse in these areas. Where is the oversight and/or discernment in

these instances?

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:10 AM

It's hard to accept a tax increase when as a rural tax payer we lack

the amenities that most people have. Ex: municipal water, natural

gas, high speed internet.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 06:37 AM

Possibly those obtaining affordable housing could help with the

general maintenance and beautification of the units

Anonymous
10/31/2022 07:50 AM

My 26 year old child will never be able to afford to move out of my

house unless something changes with the housing market!

Anonymous
10/31/2022 08:08 AM

I don't have the power to make housing more affordable. That is a

political problem caused by our Federal government.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

I feel Chatham-Kent housing purchase prices are much more

affordable than many communities within the province. Regulating

short-term rentals would be helpful to help keep rents affordable, as

well as a focus on building smaller single-family/semi-
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detached/townhomes, multi-residential, and/or community housing

may assist the current situation.

Anonymous
11/03/2022 10:15 PM

First of all this should be divided into two questions. It may not be

important to me but I am sure its important to every community.

OneRidgetown
11/07/2022 02:22 PM

Affordable housing is very important to CK as it provides the

community as a whole with benefits. People living in suitable

dwellings either purchased or rental engage with their communities

better and prosper more.

Anonymous
11/17/2022 09:11 AM

Affordable housing is a crisis right now. Young people cannot afford

current high rent so cannot start their adult life. Too many homeless

people now.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

Affordable housing is of utmost important for our future. We have to

be able to afford to live to be able to reproduce and continue our

existence and way of life. It also helps to avoid brain drain and too

much emigration.

Anonymous
11/23/2022 02:13 PM

Affordable housing should not be a municipal responsibility. The

market should reflect housing prices.

Anonymous
11/23/2022 11:49 PM

Gotta do something about those HGTV watchers who think

landlording is a fresh coat of paint. It shouldn’t involve municipality

buying up property.

Anonymous
11/25/2022 10:55 AM

The residents of Chatham Kent cannot afford any tax increase. The

residents need a 1% tax decrease.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 06:05 PM

Affordable housing is essential to maintaining and/or attracting

employees for the preponderance of low paying jobs required in the

municipality. If you can get a $25/hour job but have no place close to

your work to live, it’s not feasible.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 07:17 PM

Affordable housing draws more residents, hence increased economy.

Optional question (48 response(s), 175 skipped)
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Question type: Essay Question
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Q20  What service level goal should the Municipality of Chatham-Kent achieve for affordable

housing?

Increase affordable housing options significantly Increase affordable housing options moderately

Increase affordable housing options slightly Do not increase affordable housing options from current service level

Question options

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

70

62

45
46

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q21  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

220

31

192

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:20 PM

Lot of homeless people, more help should be offered.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 08:12 AM

Development fees, the lack of a flexible and efficient building

inspection department make it unlikely C-K can build affordable

housing slightly let alone moderately

Anonymous
10/08/2022 07:37 PM

Due to no affordable houseing in the area and greedy landlords, we

have 2 senior citizens living with us. with only having their pensions

as income where are they supposed to go

Anonymous
10/09/2022 02:21 PM

Stop ALL Taxpayer funding for this "Affordable Housing " bullshit.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:49 PM

Eg.Two young people working at over $20 per hour each cant afford

a house and difficulty paying the high rents.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 04:20 PM

Ability to have multiple dwellings on a single property- I’ve talked to

many people who built houses in the country who would have kept

the original house for family to live in. Why is this not a standard

recommendation?

Anonymous
10/10/2022 05:44 PM

It’s only going to get worse. A min wage job can’t survive anymore. A

person making 50k can barely survive anymore. So providing

affordable housing seems necessary, and is, that doesn’t truly solve

this issue. Where will the money continue to come from. But my

answer is yes, we need to continue providing this in order for ppl to

survive.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:04 AM

To me the issue is making sure it's local residents that are benefiting

not people from outside of CK.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:28 AM

I don’t believe any new affordable housing has been built in

Wallaceburg for years. It’s interesting that home and apartment rental

is now more expensive in Wallaceburg than in Calgary.

Anonymous Affordable housing should mostly be market driven but those people

Q22  Please leave your comment.
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10/11/2022 11:11 AM on social assistance or disability my suffer disproportionately and

therefore should be given some relief from the city.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 04:45 PM

Seniors are slowly being squeezed out of affordable housing with no

place to go. If current increases in taxes continue, this sector of our

citizens will be the next in line for homelessness.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 10:05 AM

Increase housing per cost analysis and budget already in place. This

should not be a reason to justify raising taxes during inflation and out

of control interest rate hikes.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 11:32 AM

the municipality should be funding affordable housing projects by

issuing debentures.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 02:35 PM

This should be a top priority.

Anonymous
10/13/2022 02:29 PM

Affordable housing spaces need to be safe spaces for those that are

living there and not become run down eyesores.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 03:07 PM

Affordable housing does not mean subsidized housing. Lower taxes

for all home owners. I am begging council to STOP spending. $1

million of new hydro funds has been distributed to councillors for

ward oriented events which previously missed out on funding.

Assuming 40k homes in Ck, that is $25 per home and would buy me

3 days of groceries for my family, and one less visit to a food bank.

$25 is a lot to some people. My landlord always raises my rent

according to property tax. I cannot afford to attend festivals and

events. I can hardly pay my rent and keep food on the table. PLEASE,

somebody on council finally listen to the silent of CK who are too

embarrassed to admit the shelter and food insecurity that lies among

you, but you don’t see. I am the working poor. Meeting me, you would

have no idea of the dire circumstance. Lowering property tax is

desperately needed!

Anonymous
10/20/2022 05:45 PM

Get rid of your outrageous fees and ridiculous bylaws for building.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 06:00 PM

DEACREASE
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Anonymous
10/23/2022 11:11 AM

give people a hand up not a hand out!

Anonymous
10/23/2022 03:17 PM

I'd like to see us decrease the current service level of affordable

housing. Instead we should be focusing on removing red tape for

developers to increase the housing supply, and by providing

education to people struggling to budget their personal finances

better.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

All new housing development in CK do NOT have affordable units. All

start well above $500,000. That's not affordable.!

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:23 AM

A range of options in affordable housing as well as dispursing

affordable housing throughout communities is important. Integrate

neighborhoods.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 10:20 AM

Home ownership needs to be affordable. It’s not about geared to

income properties.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 08:08 AM

Again, Federal government has caused the crisis in housing. Red

tape is also adding to costs and delaying new builds. Get rid of it and

build more houses which increases supply and reduces demand and

thus reduces prices.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

What is the definition of affordable housing? Is there a cost range that

defines what is affordable? Is it affordable purchase prices? Is it

affordable rents? More definition would be helpful to appropriately

comment. What is the intent or more "affordable" housing? To

alleviate existing homeless encampments, encourage more job-

seeking people or retirees to come to Chatham? Allow lower-income

families to purchase a home? Affordable rents are key to ensuring

adequate housing is available, and stopping corporations, foreign

owners, and house-flippers from buying up housing as a revenue

stream. Regulate short-term rentals too.

Anonymous
11/03/2022 10:15 PM

First of all what is the current service level. In order to answer the

above question more information would be needed.

OneRidgetown
11/07/2022 02:22 PM

The overall vacancy rate in CK is very low, efforts need to be made to

have suitable housing options for all those who require it. Investing in

affordable housing in a significant way will pay dividends to the
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community as a whole, as well to the individuals in need.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

It should be increased significantly, but at a profit. Private companies

should be hired if it leads to cheaper costs. More communal self-

sufficient, safe apartments should be built.

Anonymous
11/21/2022 10:45 AM

I do not believe any country, city or town can consider themselves a

success if the people can't afford shelter and/or food. Basic

necessities are too expensive for a majority of citizens. Low housing

costs was once a major factor for people coming to Chatham-Kent.

Now the people who grew up here can't afford to buy a home to

continue living here.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 06:05 PM

The exponentially increase in home prices from 2018-2021 has left a

huge gap in attainable housing for the majority of its residents. There

should be policies that discourage investment in what should be

owned residents. Policies should be in place to curb short term

rentals and buy for investment on single family dwellings.

Anonymous
11/28/2022 12:07 PM

I believe the tax increase to company builders will limited the ability to

ensure affordable housing. The cost increase to the builder will be

passed on to the purchaser of the home making it unaffordable for

most.

Optional question (31 response(s), 192 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q23  What amount of taxation increase (if any) would you support in order to provide more

affordable housing options for the Municipality of Chatham-Kent?

$30 annual increase to my current taxation level to increase affordable housing options

$20 annual increase to my current taxation level to increase affordable housing options

$10 annual increase to my current taxation level to increase affordable housing options

$0 I do not support an increase of taxation to increase affordable housing options

Question options

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

43

34

39

107

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q24  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

43

180

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:54 AM

You must learn to do more with less like the rest of us.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 07:23 AM

With all of the empty buildings in this municipality and what we

already pay in taxes, I see no reason to raise taxes for this venture.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:50 AM

Why is CK responsible for this? A huge corporation now controls

most apartment buildings in Chatham and they are gouging the public

with high rental costs.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 02:21 PM

STOP ALL Taxpayer funding for this "Affordable Housing " nonsense.

Why are you stealing from me to give to them. Get the Goody Service

clubs , or the Churches to pay if you must. Housing isn`t a RIGHT !!

This concept is a Communist idea. Last I checked , Canada wasn`t

Communist , but maybe Trudeauism is filtering down.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 06:51 PM

It would be a waste. Taxes will go up anyway at a time when no one

can afford it.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:49 PM

Instead of downtown project housing comes first.Take a survey to see

how many people can afford going to a hockey game or the

theatre.Ask the people what they want housing or a 4 thousand seat

arena.Build arena after you bring in good paying jobs.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:08 PM

We need council to start focusing on saving money instead of out of

control spend and this has been ongoing since the deployment of

Chatham Kent

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:43 PM

I believe taxes are too high due to mismanagement and overspending

practices by the complete Chatham-Kent municipal government.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 03:53 PM

My friends are wait-listed in terrible housing situations. Charitable

services are maxed out (food banks, shelters, community meals).

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:29 AM

You need to follow thru with the fees for new builds. So money goes

to roads etc. this is done in other cities that are the same size as

Chatham Kent. Why isn’t this being done here

Q25  Please leave your comment.
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Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:28 AM

Government funding may be available and perhaps charitable

organizations could get involved more such as the Kinsmen did in

Wallaceburg years ago.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:29 AM

Its obvious that we must raise taxes to pay for services, politicians

need to stop listening to the very few who complain about tax

increases and realize that the majority of the public understand the

need for tax increases to fund much needed services

Anonymous
10/11/2022 09:23 AM

These funds should come from federal or provincial sources.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 10:56 AM

Many municipalities in North America accomplish this by using funds

from developer's fees. If a developer wants to build a subdivision or

an apartment/condominium building, a portion of the fees extracted

by the municipality should be kept aside for affordable housing.

Alternatively, a percentage of the new builds could be set aside as

not for profit housing. This has also been employed by many

municipalities.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:11 AM

As mentioned above, some savings in the budget could offset any

increase for affordable housing.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:56 AM

I am rapidly becoming property tax poor what about relief for me!

Anonymous
10/11/2022 04:45 PM

City hall needs to learn how to plan and spend within the citizens

ability to pay. I do not think it is our responsibility to build or support

the construction of homes for people. Our taxes should not be used

for real estate purposes. Our municipality should be more aggressive

with the Provincial government in securing funding to assist with the

housing crisis.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 10:05 AM

The municipality receives money for housing and this should be

allocated to building cheaper, affordable rental units controlled by

municipality in order to maintain costs. You can do a work assignment

for rent control to lower maintenance costs. Be able to charge low

rent and allow people to get ahead. Raising my taxes to pay for

someone else’s housing is not okay. No one paid for my house and

no one is offering a no increase in my tax. By this question, clearly
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CK is planning on another tax hike, when their citizens can least

afford it. Not a good look.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 11:32 AM

put my taxes into housing and not other administrative bs

Anonymous
10/13/2022 02:29 PM

Provincial support should be obtained for these projects. The

Province downloads too many costs.

Anonymous
10/17/2022 12:44 PM

This is not a new issue and should have been addressed years ago.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 11:11 AM

It is enough that I support my own family without having to support

someone else. People need to be responsible for themselves and not

rely on others to provide for them.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 03:07 PM

I selected zero because subsidized housing doesn’t help everybody

that needs it. I am a good example of falling between the cracks I am

begging council to STOP spending. $1 million of new hydro funds has

been distributed to councillors for ward oriented events which

previously missed out on funding. Assuming 40k homes in Ck, that is

$25 per home and would buy me 3 days of groceries for my family,

and one less visit to a food bank. $25 is a lot to some people. My

landlord always raises my rent according to property tax. I cannot

afford to attend festivals and events. I can hardly pay my rent and

keep food on the table. PLEASE, somebody on council finally listen to

the silent of CK who are too embarrassed to admit the shelter and

food insecurity that lies among you, but you don’t see. I am the

working poor. Meeting me, you would have no idea of the dire

circumstance. Lowering property tax is desperately needed!

Anonymous
10/20/2022 10:23 AM

we have enough money coming in now.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 10:51 AM

Of the municipality’s in Ontario we are already affordable and our

property taxes are similar to more expensive local’s. The goal should

be to not raise taxes!

Anonymous
10/22/2022 04:43 PM

Surely you can trim some other budgets to allocate funds to

affordable housing. Like every level of government, I'm sure there's a

lot of inefficiencies that can be straightened out to save a few bucks.
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Anonymous
10/23/2022 03:17 PM

I'd prefer if we reduced current taxation levels and re-directed funding

for affordable housing to alternatives such as removing red tape for

developers to increase the housing supply, and providing education

to people struggling to budget their personal finances better.

Anonymous
10/24/2022 08:01 PM

NO TAX INCREASE!!!!

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:10 AM

As stated previously, tax increase would be supported if we saw

value coming back from said tax increase

Anonymous
10/30/2022 10:20 AM

We are being taxed into poverty already. The carbon tax is a big

issue and while it is Federal, there is no way additional taxing will help

with peoples ability to afford things.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 11:38 AM

The city never helped me pay for my house maybe cut some of your

costly red tape.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 07:11 PM

I would like to see zero taxation and get the money from the money

you take in from regular taxation.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 08:08 AM

I am tired of everyone out there with their hands out asking for more

money from me. I don't have it and don't get anything from anyone. I

am trying to be self sufficient and do what I can so that I am not a

burden on others. More people should practice this. If you don't have

it and want it try working harder to get it and you will then appreciate

it. It's better than a hand out.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

If $30 more per year on my taxes helps someone else get off the

streets and into housing, then sure.

Anonymous
11/01/2022 09:26 AM

$30 a year is fine, as ling as it is not increased Taxes are already

EXTREMELY high for property in CK

Anonymous
11/01/2022 11:01 AM

An increase in MY taxes to support affordable housing for others will

result in ME losing MY affordable housing.

Anonymous What are the more affordable options? Need more info to answer this
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11/03/2022 10:15 PM question. If you talking about new builds then why saddle the existing

taxpayers with an increase. The future tax revenue from the new

builds should suffice. What about all the new assessment dollars from

many new homes that have been built. Where is that money being

spent. Another thing to do would be to waive soft charges ( permits,

development fees and the HST) for affordable housing.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

Tax increase is not necessary. We can fund this (and it will pay back

itself through profit) through diverting funds from unnecessary social

spending (lgbt, indigenous, diversity/equity, unsustainable business

ventures, refugee housing)

Anonymous
11/21/2022 04:24 AM

Why are private builders approved to build whatever housing mix

they want? Put rules in place or offer incentives (through a CIP) as

part of planning approvals that require private builders to build a

percentage of affordable housing in each development.

Anonymous
11/25/2022 10:55 AM

I cannot afford an increase to my taxes

Anonymous
11/27/2022 06:05 PM

A blanket increase across residential property taxes will only make

those currently struggling with increased mortgage rates and utility

costs struggle more. These costs should be captured in development

fees and incentives and in the industrial taxes of businesses who pay

low wages but want to attract workers who find that housing costs

make employment at their companies untenable.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 06:18 PM

We have moved from Waterloo region and are surprised by the

higher taxes. We also have property (not on water) in Erieau but are

taxed as water view. It is more of glance, not a view.

Anonymous
11/28/2022 12:07 PM

I feel that in order to generate a significant increase for taxation is to

bring in more business which would generate significant increase

through business tax ensuring residents aren't making up the majority

of the tax rate.

Optional question (43 response(s), 180 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q26  Do you find the large-item disposal bins at Chatham-Kent’s transfer stations easy to use

(e.g., are they accessible)?

Yes No Not Applicable

Question options

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

90

41

92

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q27  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

34

189

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/08/2022 09:14 AM

Requires access to a vehicle &amp; available times are restrictive.

GB
10/08/2022 09:42 AM

I don't have a way to transport large items to transfer stations. I need

roadside pickup.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:54 AM

If you have heavy objects you have a hard time lifting them into the

bins.

10/08/2022 12:00 PM

Some of the smaller centres are only opened 2 days a week- in the

summer it should be at least 3 days a week

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:55 PM

I use the Harwich location frequently. I is a well organized and well

run operation.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 02:21 PM

This is one thing that C-K does right !!

Anonymous
10/10/2022 10:54 AM

The waste bins at the transfer station we use on Magnavilla Line are

way too high. Unless someone is standing on the tailgate of a truck, it

is difficult to toss garbage that high. The bins are probably 7 or 8 feet

high. The recycling bins have lower openings and are more

accessible.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:43 PM

Far too often I have found these bins full and waiting to be

emptied.Once again I feel the works employees do not work an

honest days work.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 03:53 PM

Why large item disposal bins? The Wallaceburg transfer station is not

clearly labelled and frankly dangerous for people walking around.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 04:20 PM

It’s a crappy shed that’s overworked with tons of commercial drop off,

where I would spend time waiting for a giant loader to stop recklessly

speeding around while the mess of waiting vehicles builds, since

there’s no where else to drop off on site and Wallaceburg has such

limited hours. We gave up and got a dumpster to avoid the transfer

station

Q28  Please leave your comment.
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Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:29 AM

HAve garbage pickup. No recycling pick up. Chatham Kent citizens

should all have this option.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:49 AM

Using the transfer station requires access to a vehicle or trailer

suitable to getting your large item to the site. Designating x number

days throughout the year where pickup can be achieved roadside

would be a more useful service.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:35 AM

The bins are located too far from my house. I don't want to take my

garbage to Harwich station, too far.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:11 AM

I have always used the transfer stations to dispose larger items but

found myself being charged $20.00 or more at times will other people

dispose of larger items at the curbside for free.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 04:45 PM

Never used them....where are they and how many people know about

them

10/14/2022 04:33 PM

Difficult for some seniors to use

Anonymous
10/14/2022 08:52 PM

Was not aware there were large item disposal bins. How do you get

large items to the disposal bins?.

Anonymous
10/19/2022 04:42 PM

Need to be open more hours.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 07:32 AM

Operating hours need to be adjusted so the transfer station for large

items is realistically open for people working after 5 Also for those out

of town in the country should be able to go to their local garbage and

recycling station to also drop off large items .

Anonymous
10/20/2022 06:00 PM

Get rid of recycling, it's not making a difference. I've seen it all go into

the same truck.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 07:22 PM

We don't have curbside pick up so we use the transfer station. So

long as we are not paying for someone else's service.
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Anonymous
10/20/2022 09:24 PM

Nearest is 20 mins away, minimal hrs. Need service in south west

Kent. Yard depot also consistently closes early. Hard to reach when

work in ag but live in town.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

I have a van but not everyone has a large vehicle to get rid of things.

Consider a Charge per call????

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:50 PM

The bins are "usable", but in no way "accessible". I have had to help

elderly people get items into the bins on many occasions because no

one working there will. Most municipalities create a platform with bins

below so that they are truely "accessible"

Anonymous
10/27/2022 07:49 PM

The bins for garbage and recycling process are very good and easy

to use. CK seems to be ahead of most cities

Anonymous
10/30/2022 08:16 AM

Make ramps so we can use dump trailer.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 08:24 AM

CK needs to have compost bins. Like 20 years ago. Visitors from

other cities think we’re ridiculous to not engage is compost collection,

in a farming community for dispersement ease.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

Not everyone has a pick-up truck and someone to haul recyclables to

a transfer station. If recycling is a priority, make it easy for people to

do. Create policies that think of how people cope as they age. For

example, having to bag leaves and take them to a yard and then take

them out of the bag before leaving them at the yard is too

cumbersome for me in my car and three bags at the roadside won't

help much when i will have 50+ bags from my property. If I pay a yard

service to do this, then THEY have to pay and charge me for

disposal, so I get dinged twice - for the labour to do the work and

again for disposal. Yet if I personally took the bags to the depot, I

would not be charged. Again, think aging in place and reduced

capacity for the large boomer cohort that is going to want to stay in

their homes as long as possible. And if a Circular Economy is a

priority, then policies and processes have to be easier.

Anonymous
11/01/2022 09:23 AM

I find these stations very well run and organized.
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Anonymous
11/01/2022 11:01 AM

Not accessible AT ALL since you need a CAR to get there!

Anonymous
11/03/2022 10:15 PM

I can see where you are going with this question,

Anonymous
11/10/2022 08:56 PM

Didn't know that they existed.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

Never been to one.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 06:18 PM

I have not used them

Optional question (34 response(s), 189 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q29  How important is it for the transfer station disposal bins to be easy to use (e.g.,

accessible)?

Very Important Important Somewhat Important Not Important

Question options

10

20

30

40
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60

70

80

90

72

77

42

32

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q30  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options

20
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80
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120

140

160

180

200

220

18

205

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:20 PM

I don’t need them

Anonymous
10/07/2022 06:07 PM

It is important because I am in the 20% with no curbside pick=up

GB
10/08/2022 09:42 AM

I don't have a way to transport large items to transfer stations. I need

roadside pickup.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 11:31 AM

Any service/facility operated by the municipality must be accessible at

the times most people will need it!

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:55 PM

Harwich did a restructuring of it’s location this last year. It’s much

more user friendly and the traffic flow has been significantly improved.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:43 PM

I pay one of the highest property taxes yet have to take hazzardous

waste to Chatham as there is no service for any of the other

communities.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 03:53 PM

As a woman who brings the garbage out for her family the disposal

centres are awful. No clearly marked paths or signage for regular

drop offs or parking. I park, leave my kids in the car, and do two trips

of garbage to the disposal area while trying to avoid the tractor, the

employee smoking and the crass signage. We got a dumpster service

to our property because I did not feel comfortable bringing garbage to

the transfer station myself.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:11 AM

All the employees at the transfer station are amicable.

Anonymous
10/14/2022 08:52 PM

If you have to have means of transporting items to these disposal

bins accessibility should be commensurate with how items are

transported and who has those means

Anonymous
10/20/2022 07:32 AM

Needs to be more accessible for shorter people or have ramps where

shorter people can go up so they can properly throw their garbage

and recycle in the bins .

Q31  Please leave your comment.
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Anonymous
10/23/2022 03:17 PM

If they are not accessible, people will not use them. To that end, I'd

recommend only having them open Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays

for 8 hours each day. Those are the times when people most often

need to use them, and operating 3 days per week instead of 5.5

would be cheaper and more accessible.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

Every time I use them I fear a tire puncture. The drive through areas

are NOT clear of nails.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

For those who can access them, I would make it as easy as possible.

For those who may not be able to, then consider alternative means. I

personally would like to see regular yard-waste pick-up, as well as

leaf vacuuming on streets with a lot of trees. Perhaps one or two

weekends each fall where residents know they can rake leaves onto

the boulevard and the City would remove them the following week.

Anonymous
11/03/2022 10:15 PM

I suppose if you were able to load the stuff into your vehicle to take it

to the transfer station you should be able to unload it. If not then pay

someone to do it for you. Do not burden the taxpayer with an

increase to cover the hiring of extra staff to help.

OneRidgetown
11/07/2022 02:22 PM

Given some larger items you need to be able to drop the item off or

slide it into the bin. This is not always possible.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

Not too important. It shouldn’t be hard to use but funds shouldn’t be

used to make the dumps more accessible for a tiny minority of the

population who will rarely, if ever, use them. They could always get

someone else to do it.

Anonymous
11/25/2022 10:55 AM

The transfer station disposal bins are easy to use no changes needed

Optional question (17 response(s), 206 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q32  How important is it to have sufficient dedicated staff to Chatham-Kent’s waste programs

and the improvement of corporate climate change initiatives?

Very Important Important Somewhat Important Not Important

Question options

5

10

15
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35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

49

65

57

52

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q33  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

33

190

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:20 PM

Ck could do a lot more example introduce a green waste bin program

to reduce garbage, and apply limits to garbage collection to

encourage more recycling. The blue garbage bins are far too large

and collected weekly. There is no incentive. Look at Hamilton and gta

for positive examples.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 11:08 PM

I believe it is important to maintain a good staff to attend to waste

management, however I do not believe climate change is as bad as

our government leads us to believe it is.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:18 AM

We need to conserve landfill space to avoid wasting more farmland

on landfill. How about increasing diversion (eg., mattress recycling,

making recycling mandatory with use of clear garbage bags, providing

incentives for backyard composting, etc)?

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:55 PM

Customer service complaints should be handled by CK staff. Being

told to contact the outfit that has the contract is not conducive to

having great customer service. The waste management company

knows they don’t answer to the CK residents, they answer CK staff. If

CK doesn’t know how well the contracted company is handling

customer complaints, then the system has failed.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 06:51 PM

There is no climate change. All propaganda.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:08 PM

We are currently dangerously over staffed

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:29 AM

We need to recycle more in Chatham Kent

Anonymous
10/11/2022 10:56 AM

The use of dedicated staff on this topic is necessary. It would be

preferable if the province or the federal government funded these

positions. As long as the staff has authority to ensure that

environmental/climate change initiatives are being followed then it is a

position that can get results.

Anonymous Without a concentrated garbage and recycling program our world is

Q34  Please leave your comment.
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10/11/2022 11:56 AM doomed we could do better we must do better

Anonymous
10/12/2022 10:05 AM

We do not need to raise taxes to justify hiring a climate position

specialist for Chatham. With our beaches and bridges, we should

already have this.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 04:09 PM

Would love to see a weekly compost pickup

Anonymous
10/17/2022 12:44 PM

Really? Climate change incentives? This is ridiculous. How about we

actually recycle? We've all heard and seen that most recyclables end

up in landfills anyways. That should be looked at. As far as climate

change, the world has gone crazy - we will always have ups and

downs with the weather and it's not something the world can control.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 11:11 AM

There are many more priorities well ahead of this so called initiative

that need attention first and foremost. I don't see anything in C-K that

greatly affects climate change.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 03:07 PM

I can’t worry about waste when I don’t have money to buy the basic

necessities of life. I have nothing to throw out if I can’t afford to buy it

in the first place. I am begging council to STOP spending. $1 million

of new hydro funds has been distributed to councillors for ward

oriented events which previously missed out on funding. Assuming

40k homes in Ck, that is $25 per home and would buy me 3 days of

groceries for my family, and one less visit to a food bank. $25 is a lot

to some people. My landlord always raises my rent according to

property tax. I cannot afford to attend festivals and events. I can

hardly pay my rent and keep food on the table. PLEASE, somebody

on council finally listen to the silent of CK who are too embarrassed

to admit the shelter and food insecurity that lies among you, but you

don’t see. I am the working poor. Meeting me, you would have no

idea of the dire circumstance. Lowering property tax is desperately

needed!

Anonymous
10/19/2022 08:17 PM

Unfortunately climate is changing but not for the reasons that the

WEF or WHO is saying, so let's go after China, India for their

pollution, we are good

Anonymous
10/20/2022 07:32 AM

I do not support more climate change actions .more common sense

actions will do. These two categories should have been left as

separate options .
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Anonymous
10/20/2022 10:23 AM

use existing staff not new hires, cut less grass use less asphalt, you

know what to do so move forward,

Anonymous
10/23/2022 03:17 PM

It is important, but 2 people should be enough. One person to keep

the wheels on the bus turning, the other to evaluate ways to make the

system better.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:50 PM

These initiatives are actually managed by the third party waste

management company already. All the municipality needs to do is

ensure that the 3rdparty is doing their job.

Anonymous
10/28/2022 10:22 AM

This would fall into federal jurisdiction and should not be a municipal

issue.

10/28/2022 01:04 PM

Despite multiple contacts with Public Works/Property Standards

department, our concerns have not been dealt with. What more can

we do to upgrade our villages "horrid" housing disgusting property

maintenance. We have tried our local councilors and  but

it seems to fall on deaf ears.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 08:24 AM

Get on with it. Allocate a portion of overstuffed police budget to

prevention aspects of life.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:23 AM

Having, or stating, two staff only sounds like their efforts are isolated

rather than integrated into municipal planning and service, as they

should be.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 10:29 AM

Get off the climate change bandwagon.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 07:50 AM

Climate change is a hoax and a waste of money!

Anonymous
10/31/2022 08:08 AM

I am not sure what they do all day to respond to your question.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

Climate Change and a Circular Economy need to be priorities.
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Anonymous
11/01/2022 09:23 AM

Recycling can have a very emotional element to it. This can cause a

lot of people to blindly believe that the programs are perfect. Since

China stopped accepting a lot of our recyclables, I think it's important

to be honest with residents about what is truly effective to recycle and

what just goes to the dump

Anonymous
11/01/2022 11:01 AM

Seems silly to increase the staff when they don't actually do anything

except implement policies and oversee the waste management

contract. We get enough policies from Federal and Provincial

employees.

Anonymous
11/03/2022 10:15 PM

Seems like the two staff are doing the job. Might only need one

person, hard to say as again limited information as to the duties of

said staff.

OneRidgetown
11/07/2022 02:22 PM

We need to reduce or repurpose as much waste as possible

therefore we should be working with the universities and colleges with

appropriate staff to develop more options than just landfilling waste.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

Waste management staff is important, but employees dedicated to

the research of climate change is not. Composting, proper recycling,

and self-sufficient living should be taught and encouraged.

Anonymous
11/23/2022 02:13 PM

I would like a detailed report of how much of our recycling collection

goes to landfill.

Optional question (33 response(s), 190 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q35  How important is it for the Climate Change Technologist role to be dedicated to the

advancement of corporate climate change initiatives?

Very Important Important Somewhat Important Not Important

Question options

10

20
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40

50

60

70

80

90

100

41 42

48

92

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q36  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options
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160

180
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36

187

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:20 PM

I don’t know what that means, more elaboration is needed for this

question.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 11:08 PM

This role is a waste of money. When China and India reduce their

emissions I will be more willing to participate in the climate change

initiatives.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 08:12 AM

I find it incomprehensible we require a climate change technologist as

a paid position! Can't department heads be competent enough to

consider climate change in their decisions?

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:55 PM

You can’t underestimate the importance of getting a handle on

climate change and environmental issues.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 02:21 PM

Climate Change Technologist for Chatham - Kent , are you kidig ???

WE don`t need one !! Quit padding the budget !!

Anonymous
10/10/2022 10:54 AM

We should be considering the impact of all municipal actions on

climate change, not just specific initiatives identified by the climate

change technologist role.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 03:53 PM

What else would would they do with a job title like that?

Anonymous
10/10/2022 04:20 PM

With how terrible the transfer stations are, us (and many other rural

properties) have opted to pay for 3rd party dumpster pickup. While a

reasonable cost, recycling is not included, so we have to either make

special trips to the overloaded transfer station just for recycling, or

stop recycling. Some improved support or incentives here would be a

huge impact

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:11 AM

We've always had a flooding problem on the Thames River in the

springtime. Alleviating as much flooding as possible by the current

system on Mcgreger's Creek or enhancements to it should be done

through Capital budgeting. As far as the Dyke Road in Erie Beach is

concerned, there is no immediate remedy for mother nature's erosion

in that area and it should be banned from being lived in until an

engineering solution can be achieved to deposit more sand to the

Q37  Please leave your comment.
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area that can make the area livable again.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 10:05 AM

We do not need to raise taxes to hire a climate change person.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 02:35 PM

Climate change is a looming crisis that needs to be dealt with and

resources. Council already directed resources should be allocated to

this area by declaring a climate emergency.

Anonymous
10/13/2022 02:29 PM

Upper levels of government have these priorities, let them fund them.

We are insignificant in our abilities to create much change.

Anonymous
10/17/2022 12:44 PM

As I said in the earlier comment, we should not be wasting money on

fruitless projects. The climate does NOT belong to us and there is

nothing you can do to change that. Yes, we should be good stewards

of the earth, but within reason, without increasing the cost of living so

much that those who we are protecting the earth for can't even afford

to live!

Anonymous
10/18/2022 03:07 PM

I am begging council to STOP spending. $1 million of new hydro

funds has been distributed to councillors for ward oriented events

which previously missed out on funding. Assuming 40k homes in Ck,

that is $25 per home and would buy me 3 days of groceries for my

family, and one less visit to a food bank. $25 is a lot to some people.

My landlord always raises my rent according to property tax. I cannot

afford to attend festivals and events. I can hardly pay my rent and

keep food on the table. PLEASE, somebody on council finally listen to

the silent of CK who are too embarrassed to admit the shelter and

food insecurity that lies among you, but you don’t see. I am the

working poor. Meeting me, you would have no idea of the dire

circumstance. Lowering property tax is desperately needed!

Anonymous
10/20/2022 05:45 PM

There is no climate change.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 06:00 PM

There is no climate change.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

I know a LOT of material including cardboard goes to the landfill. BE

HONEST about what is really being recycled!!!
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10/27/2022 07:39 PM

Climate change is an unproven theory and there is nothing that

government can do to change the weather.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:23 AM

I don't know what this role is vs the other role, or the breadth of their

work, but if course all work should be integrated...

Anonymous
10/30/2022 10:29 AM

Stop wasting taxpayers money on things Canadians have no control

over.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 11:38 AM

Clate change is a Trudeau fantasy Canada does not have a climate

problem.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 07:50 AM

There is no such thing as climate change, it is a government invented

crisis to increase taxes!

Anonymous
10/31/2022 08:08 AM

Climate change will happen and it has been happening since the

world was created. All things evolve. I don't believe we can stop it.

The dinosaurs became extinct and there was nothing they could do to

stop it. It was a climate change event too.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 11:16 AM

Climate change is nothing but lies and is used solely for the purpose

of more taxing!!

Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

The position should have meaningful metrics in place to assure

effectiveness. With annual reporting to ensure value-for-money. It

also needs to have more definition as to what the position will do. A

title does not adequately reflect job content. In addition, if a Circular

Economy and Climate Change are provincial and federal priorities, it

would appear reasonable to assume the municipality will have to

ramp up efforts in to meet those priorities as well as any related

Council-priorities.

Anonymous
11/01/2022 09:23 AM

Ensuring we end our reliance on Chinese imports of goods is the

most effective thing CK can do for the climate. I'm not convinced this

position will be anything but a heavily politicized role churning out

"feel good" initiatives that do little in the overall fight against the root

causes of climate change, which is un-stifled excess consumerism.

Anonymous waste of money.
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11/01/2022 09:25 AM

Anonymous
11/01/2022 02:39 PM

Salary u would pay not worth it.

Anonymous
11/03/2022 10:15 PM

I hope you are kidding that we have a climate change technologist.

What is the Municipality going to do about climate change. Federal

and Provincial responsible for that.

OneRidgetown
11/07/2022 02:22 PM

CK will be impacted by climate change we need to take action now to

start addressing our local issues as quickly as possible. Having the

correct staff in place is a key component required to be successful.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

Climate change is not an issue, especially for our community.

Absolute waste of money. See my previous comment on the last

question in regards to composting, recycling, and self-sufficient living.

Anonymous
11/21/2022 04:24 AM

What is this role? Why ask this question? Are you planning to get rid

of this role and are asking the question to build data to do that? A

pointless question without any background about the role or what

corporate climate change activities are even being worked on.

Anonymous
11/21/2022 10:45 AM

What accomplishments has this role provided in the past? Has there

been measureable improvements/actions taken?

Anonymous
11/23/2022 02:13 PM

At the local level I don’t feel we have that much impact on global

warming. If you want to do something, stop trucks spewing diesel

from Toronto to Chatham 100K X a year. Toronto garbage NIMBY.

Anonymous
11/23/2022 11:49 PM

Climate change is not a serious topic of council. They still build car

centric places, even when they think they didn’t.

Anonymous
11/25/2022 10:55 AM

What has the Climate Change Technologist done to save the

Municipality of Chatham kent tax payers money

Optional question (36 response(s), 187 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q38  How important is free wireless internet (Wi-Fi) at Municipal arenas?

Essential Important, but not essential Not too important Not at all important

Question options

10

20
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40
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70

80

90

100

110

120

18

52

47

106

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q39  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options

20

40
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80
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140

160

180

200
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175

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:20 PM

Most people have sufficient data plans and don’t need this wifi

Anonymous
10/07/2022 05:18 PM

I can only imagine the cost of having CK ITT deploy and manage this.

People should be at the arena to use the arena or spectate, not

watch free tiktok

Anonymous
10/07/2022 07:05 PM

Not necessary. The public is there to be at an event not search

internet. Most cell phone users have data

Anonymous
10/08/2022 08:12 AM

If you have a cell phone, which nearly everyone over 10 has, they

have the internet in the palm of their hand.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 09:40 AM

It’s totally unneeded to have public funded wifi in an arena.

GB
10/08/2022 09:42 AM

I don't use the arenas, but I'm sure people appreciate it there.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:54 AM

Our tax dollars don't need to pay for this.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:59 AM

Theres more important issues then Wi-Fi. Seriously

10/08/2022 12:00 PM

If a child has a phone and is unable to text parents from arena

because of lack of wifi this could lead to trouble

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:55 PM

People still have their own internet service from their cell phone

provider.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 10:58 AM

Chatham Kent lags behind all other communities providing wifi at

arenas

Anonymous
10/09/2022 02:21 PM

NO free wireless internet !! First off, IT`s NOT free. Taxpayer`s

...again have to pay for it. Who the heck comes up with this stuff ??

Q40  Please leave your comment.
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Anonymous
10/09/2022 06:51 PM

People are there to watch the games not play on their phones.

Messages can wait or use your data. Most people have data on their

phones anyway.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:49 PM

I pay for my internet over $69 per month.It is not free.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:08 PM

Perfect spot to save money eliminate it

Anonymous
10/10/2022 04:20 PM

The individuals and families who actually struggle to pay for mobile

internet are not the ones who have kids in hockey. Instead of putting

a focus on arenas used by wealthy families, putting a focus on wifi in

spaces that don’t have a high barrier to entry, like parks, would do a

lot more to support those who don’t have money to spend on

extracurricular activities

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:29 AM

There are higher funding priorities than providing free wifi in areans,

patrons can live without being connected to free wifi for the time they

are in the arena. They can use their cellular data if they feel the need

to be connnected

Anonymous
10/11/2022 10:56 AM

The arenas are used by a small percentage of the entire population of

Chatham-Kent. Additionally, most people who are attending events at

arenas already have data packages supplied by their

telecommunications providers

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:56 AM

Every time I turn around the municipality is giving free stuff away I'm

tired of it I work very hard to get where I am and I'm sick and tired of

paying loafers

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:16 PM

Arenas are primarily for physical activity and other events that may be

taking place there, of which, internet access is typically of low

importance. While nice to have, it's not an essential priority nor should

it be a focus of municipal spending (ex. if needed, people can access

internet using data on their phones versus Municipality paying for

internet service that is only used 3-4 days a week).

Anonymous
10/12/2022 10:05 AM

This is the exact sort of cost we should be cutting in order to

reallocate funds to reduce taxes. People have data on their phones.
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WiFi is not essential.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 12:45 PM

I pay for my own internet…..not paying for someone else Put free

internet in long term care homes Most arena’s are not utilized like

they should be!

Anonymous
10/14/2022 08:52 PM

What % of the population is at an arena. I would guess quite small.

Don’t spend my money on this

Anonymous
10/17/2022 12:44 PM

It's not the responsibility of the municipality to provide this service.

This is NOT a necessity.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 03:07 PM

I am begging council to STOP spending. $1 million of new hydro

funds has been distributed to councillors for ward oriented events

which previously missed out on funding. Assuming 40k homes in Ck,

that is $25 per home and would buy me 3 days of groceries for my

family, and one less visit to a food bank. $25 is a lot to some people.

My landlord always raises my rent according to property tax. I cannot

afford to attend festivals and events. I can hardly pay my rent and

keep food on the table. PLEASE, somebody on council finally listen to

the silent of CK who are too embarrassed to admit the shelter and

food insecurity that lies among you, but you don’t see. I am the

working poor. Meeting me, you would have no idea of the dire

circumstance. Lowering property tax is desperately needed!

Anonymous
10/19/2022 08:17 PM

People get back to reality, we are not living in an artificial world of are

we?

Anonymous
10/20/2022 05:45 PM

Get rid of Justin Trudeau.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 06:00 PM

People have Data.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 07:22 PM

Why would people who don't use the arenas have to supplement the

costs through taxes.

Anonymous
10/23/2022 03:17 PM

Why is this even a question? It's not important at all. The only reason

this should even be considered as an option is if the ISP is offering to

provide the service for free to the municipality. Otherwise, if people
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need free wifi they can go to Tim Hortons or the library.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

Most people have some data. You use the facility you shouldn't be on

the internet at that time anyways.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:50 PM

This is not an expensive service to provide. If the city is paying too

much, that are doing something wrong.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 04:51 PM

A lot of seniors and low income families do not have data on their cell

phones (if they even own a cell phone). Having free wireless internet

at municipal centres will allow them access to data without additional

issues.

Anonymous
10/28/2022 10:22 AM

Almost everyone has a data plan on thir phones now. I dont think tax

dollars should go towards providing wifi for nothing more than

entertainment purposes.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 10:29 AM

Wifi is not a necessity. People should not expect governments to

provide everything. They need to focus on essentials

Anonymous
10/30/2022 11:38 AM

People have data can put up without Internet.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 06:37 AM

I believe that anywhere in Chatham-Kent that visitors from other

communities frequent should have accessible wifi

Anonymous
10/31/2022 07:50 AM

If you want internet that bad, pay for it yourself! I have an unlimited

data plan and don't need wifi

Anonymous
10/31/2022 08:08 AM

Arenas should focus on exercise and events for people, not another

avenue for people to be on the internet.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 11:16 AM

Road paving contracts increased because lack of paving in previous

years.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

Personal cell phone plans can provide data needed for individuals. If

meeting room rentals at arenas need wifi, then that can be paid for as

part of the booking fee. If you're there to watch a game, you don't
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need wifi.

Anonymous
11/03/2022 10:15 PM

If you have a smartphone you should have a data plan. Free WiFi just

another ongoing expense to maintain.

Anonymous
11/17/2022 09:11 AM

Why would you want to spend money on free wifi at an arena? If

parents can afford to put their kids in hockey, they can afford their

own wifi data on their phone.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

Most people have cellular data. Arenas are not the place to loiter and

use free wifi. If amything, it should be restricted to paying customers.

Anonymous
11/21/2022 10:45 AM

If mobile internet prices where cheaper like most countries, there

would be less reason to require wifi.

Anonymous
11/25/2022 10:55 AM

Why doe we have free WiFi at municipal offices. cant people just go

to Mc Donalds or Tim Hortons for free WiFi

Anonymous
11/27/2022 03:14 PM

Before having free Wi-Fi at public areas how about considering WI-FI

at municipally owned buildings such as the Erieau Library

Anonymous
11/27/2022 06:18 PM

Why provide free internet there? Do most people in the municipality

need to access internet there?

Optional question (48 response(s), 175 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q41  I support the idea of public art that is funded partially through Municipal tax dollars and

would be comfortable with an increase of up to $2.50 to my Municipal taxes to do so.

Yes No

Question options
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Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q42  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options
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Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:20 PM

I think this could liven up the town and our public spaces.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:54 AM

Again, don't waste our tax dollars on this kind of thing. It is simply

unaffordable now!

Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:59 AM

Public art should be volunteered by good citizens willing to give to

there community out of the kindness of their own heart

Anonymous
10/08/2022 11:31 AM

Everything will expand to consume the resources available, we

should be involved but contain increases otherwise some resource

will be wasted because they're there.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:50 AM

Private interst group. Shouldn't be subsidized by tax payers.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 02:21 PM

If the art is that good it will pay for itaself. STOP thinking of ways to

WASTE our money !!

Anonymous
10/09/2022 06:51 PM

In these times, there are more necessary areas to spend money.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 10:54 AM

Integrating public art into our community is good for local residents

and tourism.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:08 PM

Another area we can save money

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:43 PM

What a complete waste of 34 million dollars in Chatham.I will never

support such money wasting ventures.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 03:53 PM

Public art is a luxury that is not appropriate during incredible times of

inflation.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 10:56 AM

As much as art as well as sport is important to any community, it

need not be funded by the municipality. Specific interests should by

Q43  Please leave your comment.
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funded by those who are interested in fostering those interests. It

should not have to fall on the municipality and its tax base to support

various interests.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:56 AM

It bothers me that you cut the funding to the Chatham concert band

and then turn around and paint colored sidewalk Crossings. I find this

very disturbing.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:16 PM

CK municipal taxes are among the highest in the province already

and there are may other key items where these tax dollars would

make a bigger difference. Community art projects are nice to have,

but they are not a NEED to have. If taxes are going to increase, I

would rather see the funds spent on more pressing priorities.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 10:05 AM

This can be found within the budget. Like cutting WiFi to the arenas.

We should not be spending more, we should be saving. You know,

since inflation is at an all time high.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 02:35 PM

Public art should be a very public process. Would be great to see

artists who are not traditionally represented have public work.

Anonymous
10/13/2022 10:07 AM

would love to have public art and public tributes displayed throughout

municipality

Anonymous
10/14/2022 08:52 PM

I believe in accessible art but art is in the eye of the beholder. How do

I get a say in how the money is spent?

Anonymous
10/17/2022 12:44 PM

Art is not a necessity! Let's get government doing what is important!

Most of the population is not interested in paying for art. It's shameful

that our tax dollars are even considered to be paying for this.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 11:11 AM

Taxpayer funded public art fund ? Really ! Just more waste of

taxpayer money for special interest groups. Ridiculous.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 03:07 PM

$2.50 would buy me ingredients to make a sandwich and not have to

visit the food bank. I wish I had the luxury of surplus funds for art. So

no, I don’t support the $2.50 cause my landlord will just raise my rent

to cover the property tax increase. And don’t laugh when you read

this. It is the truth. No need to laugh at the hard reality of being the
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working poor.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 06:00 PM

Artist should be part of the infrastructure design. If we're facing

inflation, Arts are not essential. Likes like the welfare recipients

spending money on tattoos that we pay for, they are not essential for

their well being.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 09:24 PM

Take my $2.50 and spend it on community beautification and

weeding. Public art doesnt look good with weeds.

Anonymous
10/23/2022 03:17 PM

Public art is great and if artists want to provide that service to the

municipality for free as a form of expression and free advertising then

so be it. No need to pay for it.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

The Indigenous population in this region is grossly under

represented. Who gest to judge what is and isn't considered art???

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:23 AM

Public art can be built into municipality run projects and governed

land. Its not just unique projects. Doesnt the municipality pay for

"beautification" efforts already?

Anonymous
10/30/2022 10:29 AM

Not a essential.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 07:50 AM

Art is the most useless concept ever and a complete waste of money

Anonymous
10/31/2022 08:08 AM

Have those that are interested support their own interests or have

them raise their own funds. Work for it, no hand outs.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

How a community presents itself to visitors and to those who live

here, makes it memorable in a positive way. Public Art is part of that

presentation. Communities with a strong arts and culture presence

are sought-after communities.

Anonymous
11/01/2022 02:39 PM

Our taxes are high enough….these add on are not needed.

Anonymous If its only $2.50 I would agree budget chair should be able to find the
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11/03/2022 10:15 PM funds for that in savings.

OneRidgetown
11/07/2022 02:22 PM

I would support public art that is developed in a systematic approach

that will be leveraged to provide enjoyment to the community while

attracting new or pervious visitors to our community.

Anonymous
11/10/2022 08:56 PM

People are struggling with day to day affordability, why waste money

on public art. Put it towards the infrusteructure and primary health

care.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

I answered the public art survey already. I believe that art is a great

way of uniting a community under its shared heritage and tradition.

However, I think there are other issues to be tackled first. We should

have a stable and growing economy before we look into this.

Anonymous
11/21/2022 04:24 AM

Again, there’s no background here. What is public art? Who is

responsible for it? What’s the plan? Why would there be increased

taxes to support this when homelessness is surely the top priority?

Anonymous
11/23/2022 02:13 PM

Need a venue for the Wallaceburg Concert Band! It’s disappointing

that there is not more cooperation between the school boards and the

arts community. Let’s repurpose these small schools closing as

community centres for arts, sports or after school drop in programs.

Anonymous
11/23/2022 11:49 PM

Find corporate sponsors of art projects. You found one for a bridge.

Anonymous
11/25/2022 10:55 AM

I support the idea of public art that is privately funded (Funded by

business).

Anonymous
11/28/2022 12:07 PM

I would support the idea of public are more throughout the

municipality and not only the City of Chatham or Wallaceburg!

Optional question (40 response(s), 183 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q44  More and more people are choosing the convenience of credit cards as a payment

option. As a customer, would you be willing to pay a surcharge fee for the convenience of

paying your annual property taxes, Entegrus bill payments, and other municipal ...

Yes No

Question options
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Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q45  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options
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Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:05 PM

I already pay Entegrus via credit card and am charged a fee by

Paymentus. I resent the fee, but with the service desk in Wheatley

closed, the fee is cheaper than driving to Tilbury.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:20 PM

Please do not apply a surcharge, inflation is already making it hard as

it is to affford these services.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 05:18 PM

It costs to pay people to handle cash, banks want money for cheque

processing and EDI VANs also have a processing fee. Its the cost of

business, unless yoj plan on having fees for every transaction.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 06:07 PM

would you be willing to reduce staff so we can pay are tax's, maybe

that should have been how this question was worded.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:18 AM

Apply the fee only to people who choose that option.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 08:12 AM

I would pay another way with no service charge

GB
10/08/2022 09:42 AM

I am so tired of these credit card surcharge fees. It is the cost of

doing business.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:55 PM

With the convenience that the vendor gets combined with the

guaranteed payment via credit card, this outweighs the convenience

for the customers. The vendors should bear this cost. I did when I

was self employed. It’s a pet peeve of mine, paying a service fee

when ordering movie tickets online. There’s no one having to handle

my order of tickets, I’m doing everything, the theatre is doing nothing

but taking my money. There should be a discount for ordering online!

Anonymous
10/08/2022 07:37 PM

honestly the city/county makes enough off all of us from ridiculous

fees, i am not willing to have another fee added on to my already

stupid high bills

Anonymous
10/09/2022 07:35 AM

The question should be is, "why do people need to use a credit card

to pay their bills or taxes in the first place?"

Q46  Please leave your comment.
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Anonymous
10/09/2022 06:51 PM

This is ridiculous. People are using their charge cards more than ever

with this inflation. It just puts poor people behind more with credit card

interest rates.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:49 PM

We pay enough fees.I do not use a credit card to pay my bills.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 10:54 AM

I have no problem adding a credit card option but there are other

options like automated bank payments that work similarly. Hopefully

the surcharge would be less than the increase in taxes, because if the

community (through Council) resists increasing taxes but is willing to

pay more than that increase in credit card surcharges that do not go

back into municipal services, that would be unfortunate.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 04:20 PM

Having a fee for credit cards in situations where staff are also

required may be fair(e.g. in person), if debit or cash are offered as

options without those fees. Any addition of credit card fees to self-

serve online options will have me bring payments in person in large

bags of nickels.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 05:44 PM

Ffffffff no

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:49 AM

I understand the genesis of the question and the turmoil created by

the card companies passing down costs to companies who use their

services. However a more national concerted effort aught to be

mounted challenging the card companies on this practice if only from

an excessive profit perspective. It is their greed that makes this an

issue and as it is allowed to persist, we as citizens will be saddled

with another 2,3,4% charge on card use. Not fair.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:04 AM

I'd use a debit card or e-transfer first. Either prevent people from

using a credit card so city NOT getting hit with the surcharge or those

not using credit credit get a discount. Don't think CK should be

making the credit card companies rich.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:29 AM

There are online auto debit services avaialble to tax payers, if a

surcharge is to be established to use credit cards it should obviously

be applied only to those that choose to use this type of payment
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Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:36 AM

The surcharge should be only covering what the cost of the

transaction is, and not a penny more.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:56 AM

There are too many ways of paying these bills without incurring

further costs for example check, e-transfer, in person payment cash

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:16 PM

Paying online by credit card only adds efficiency from a Municipal

perspective in that it saves the Municipality the time of an employee

manually processing these items and the cost of the salary to process

these items. These savings should well cover the costs of transaction

fees themselves. I would be extremely unhappy to encounter

additional charges for the 'convenience' of paying online.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 10:05 AM

This should not be an added fee to taxpayers already struggling to

pay these bills. The municipality can continue to cover the surcharge,

even when it is legal for them to pass to on to us. This is not

beneficial to taxpayers and should already be accounted for in the

budget.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 11:32 AM

bake it into the costs if it hasnt been already

10/14/2022 04:33 PM

I find it more convenient to use the auto withdrawal programme rather

than a credit card.

Anonymous
10/17/2022 12:44 PM

It's not any more of a convenience than paying any other way. We get

used to the methods we use.

Anonymous
10/17/2022 06:23 PM

Just use automatic bank withdrawal.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 11:11 AM

First I should point out that my bills and taxes are automatically paid

by pre-authorized payment which is available to everyone. But for

those who would rather pay by credit card they should not be

punished for doing so. The last I heard Entegrus was not bankrupt.

Far from it. they can absorb the cost better than the consumer.

Anonymous
10/19/2022 08:17 PM

That is my hard earned money,
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Anonymous
10/20/2022 07:32 AM

Already pay high enough taxes ....shouldn't be charged yet another

fee for paying your bills .

Anonymous
10/22/2022 04:43 PM

You know what you can do... bake that surcharge into your costs and

charge the customer indirectly. Out of sight, out of mind ;)

Anonymous
10/23/2022 03:17 PM

I would not, but others might. It'd be good to have it as an option and

allow people to choose to use it on a pay-per-use basis if they want,

assuming the municipality passes all the costs associated with the

program on to the people who decide to use it.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

This is a retail Lie. I know businesses, including my own incorporate

that per cent age into our costs. This would be a double hit to

consumers!! Further, you will create a black market with cash.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:50 PM

This is a ridiculous question. Many credit cards already come with a

fee, and interest rates more than pay for the service. This was a

criminal conncession by the provincial government.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:10 AM

As a business owner you cannot penalize people for how they want

to pay.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 10:29 AM

Pay cash or eTansfer.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 06:37 AM

This could also work in reverse that paying cash prior to due date

would result in a discount

Anonymous
10/31/2022 07:50 AM

I pay everything online

Anonymous
10/31/2022 08:08 AM

It is simple, don't accept credit cards for payment and the problem is

solved. Direct debit from a bank account or pay on-line at your FI

should be the only options.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 11:16 AM

You accepted the status quo so no you should not add a fee...

Anonymous I would not like to see property taxes or utility bills put on credit cards
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10/31/2022 03:01 PM because of the potential for debt and high interest charges, but for

recreation or admission to cultural facilities or sporting events, this to

me is entertainment and is often paid for via credit card if available

through the private sector.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 06:50 PM

That is ridiculous to charge the tax payers more money to use

electronic sources!!

Anonymous
11/01/2022 09:23 AM

I'd be fine with it if it was merely an OPTION. Old methods of

payment without the surcharge should still be allowed.

Anonymous
11/03/2022 10:15 PM

Its already being done

OneRidgetown
11/07/2022 02:22 PM

Transferring of credit card fees to the municipality will range

dramatically and take money out of the system for items of more

importance than convenience.

Anonymous
11/10/2022 08:56 PM

I do not see it as a convenience living in debt.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

I don’t see why this would hurt anything, as long as people still have

the option to pay elsewhere without the surcharge.

Anonymous
11/25/2022 10:55 AM

Yes there should be a surcharge fee for people paying with credit

cards

Anonymous
11/27/2022 03:14 PM

This only encourages folks that can't afford it to go deeper in debt. If

they can't afford to set up a budget payment plan and have the

payment come out of a bank account the municipality should not be

encouraging them to go further into debt.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 06:05 PM

EFTs cut the costs of administration significantly. They should eat the

expense.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 07:17 PM

pay bills online from your bank. No more fees.

Optional question (50 response(s), 173 skipped)
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Question type: Essay Question
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Q47  The Municipality of Chatham-Kent’s budget questionnaire helped me to understand the

types of decisions faced by staff and Council during the budget process.

Disagree Slightly Disagee Slightly Agree Agree

Question options

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

36

28

114

45

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q48  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

36

187

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 04:20 PM

More elaboration is needed on some of these questions.

Anonymous
10/07/2022 06:07 PM

Every tax payer is managing their budgets now days, many tax

payers manage budgets in the private sector so if it is too hard to

make tough decisions for municipal councllors and staff, maybe they

should find work elsewhere

Anonymous
10/08/2022 09:40 AM

Seems like a waste of council's time to be talking about such topics.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:54 AM

There are certain things that need to be stopped because

constituents can no longer be expected to fund it. As housholds must

curb unnecessary spending, so must the municipality. We just can't

afford it!

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:55 PM

Most people have no idea what is entailed in a budget and go

through life without one. The reality of what’s involved in a city

corporation budget is beyond their comprehension.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 07:35 AM

Admin staff should not be making decisions on budget.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:50 AM

Hold the line on any tax increases

Anonymous
10/09/2022 02:21 PM

Most of this Survey is a WISH list , that WILL increase TAXES but will

not really benefit the ordinary Property TaxPayers . I think the

Municipal Government SHOULD completely occupy itself with

pleasing the people who actually pay the bills. The Municipal

government should STOP engaging in these ideological "pie in the

sky" notions and deal with running this Municipality as cheaply as

possible. Don`t forget it`s other people`s money being spent., so do it

with frugility. This City / Municipality doesn`t have high paying jobs

like we once did , so wake up to that fact and quit with these

expensive ideas. I for one would be MORE impressed with a Council

that could produced a budget with ZERO increases and NO slush

funds. Slush funds only tell me that we are paying way TOO much for

the services we get and that previous PADDED budgets have been

doing the same.

Q49  Please leave your comment.
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Anonymous
10/09/2022 06:51 PM

People lost their jobs and companies have closed. Please reduce

spending on wage increases and unnecessary improvements like the

new abutment at the corner of Bearline and River Road. Truckers and

farmers are very frustrated over this.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:08 PM

Council and management are paid good money to do this job and

apparently are not doing it

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:43 PM

Stop wasting tax payer money.Get rid of the utter waste associated

with having our own works departments and make all management

accountable for their spending.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 04:20 PM

There are many ways to directly share actual costs and proposals

that lets the average person have insight, this survey is a bunch of

feel good platitudes about services, not actual insight

Anonymous
10/10/2022 05:58 PM

where are the questions about library services, Riverview gardens,

public health, employment and social services, parks and rec? this

was a very basic, limited survey

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:04 AM

Sure there is A LOT more that goes into budgeting than what this

survey is showing. In fact would be nice to see #s on % of budget

"locked" in for salaries etc to show how little flexibility there really is

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:35 AM

I feel you structured the questions to steer us to give the answers that

you want.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:11 AM

As an accountant, I'm fairly cognizant in the budget process even

though the municipal government process is different than what I've

been used to in the public field.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 04:45 PM

Most of the questions were very low level basic and had no specific

data content to make an informed answer

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:16 PM

The survey offers the ability to add input on several items as only

'yes' or 'no' questions with a response to comment. There is no

context as to any decisions that need to be made as part of the
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budget process and the survey is far from detailed.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 10:05 AM

You mention you have increased road repair by 25%. Yet, I have

numerous pictures of municipal staff throughout the year wasting time

and money, especially collecting those double pays on the weekends

when it’s not necessary. This cost can easily be reduced by

implementing the citizen request portal as suggested by a consultant

at a cost of thousands to tax payers. I bet I can save the municipality

25% by cutting down on wasted overtime. The grass on the side of

our dirt road doesn’t need cut - in October. Our bridge on our dirt road

doesn’t need power washed in the rain by six employees driving three

trucks. The snow plow doesn’t need to be out on a Sunday when

there’s no snow for three days. The trees along our ditch lines don’t

need ripped out damaging integrity of our road structures, and leaving

our bald eagles with no place to perch (this picture is my fave cause it

shows the city ripping down trees all while failing to take a stand with

farmers for their property rights.) The city doesn’t need to put lime

covered dust on our road every other day making it too dusty for us to

go outside. The city doesn’t need to leave 6inch cement gaps with

improper signage for days on end causing damage to our vehicles.

But they do. The pictures I have shows how the municipality can

easily cut costs. There is no reason to increase our taxes when

inflation and rent is at an all time high.

Anonymous
10/14/2022 08:52 PM

This barely touched on items that are bigger shares of the budget like

police, fire, staffing, city planning. It appears you didn’t really want

meaningful input

Anonymous
10/17/2022 12:44 PM

I think these types of things should be more accessible to the general

public. It is our tax dollars that are being spent.

Anonymous
10/17/2022 06:23 PM

 may be a thorn in the side of Council, but he does make

some good points that they conveniently ignore. I get particularly

perturbed at the cost of policing and their budget gets no scrutiny.

The duplication of services between the OPP and the city force is sad

example of waste. The inability to get information out of the city hall is

also disturbing when transparency is part of their 'vision'.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 03:07 PM

These questions are staged and lack background to make a solid

decision. Questions are phrased to encourage spending. Please cut

taxes!
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Anonymous
10/20/2022 05:45 PM

I do my research.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 06:00 PM

I am involved with the above constantly.

Anonymous
10/24/2022 08:01 PM

NO TAX INCREASE. MY PENSION IS NOT INCREASED.

INFLATION driving me to soup kitchens.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

How has this shown me where money is going and what the pro's and

con's are about any decision. Staff Steer council far too much and do

not give pro's and con's on proposals. When I worked in provincial

government this was a requirement of every proposal. So elected

officials would know who would be pleased or not and why. This is

Essential to all good decisions. Transparency is NOT part of CK

decisions. Public consultation is VERY limited and I watch carefully

for this.

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:50 PM

This was an attempt by a corrupt staff to justify their existence.

10/28/2022 01:04 PM

Does what we say, have any influence on the municipal council as a

whole. Sometimes, we think not!

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:23 AM

Are these the only areas under budgetary reviews? Some of the

information sharing pieces were out of context with the question

asked, but in general they were useful.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 08:08 AM

Sounds like you are looking for answers to only what is popular in the

media right now. I think you are doing a good job with community

events as these things contribute to people's happiness. I think more

time should go into constantly producing and more importantly

promoting these events. I am constantly seeing TWEPI promoting

Windsor Essex Pelee Island. I would love to see this platform rolled

out to Chatham-Kent. It seems to be hit or miss in our area. Also,

more attention to upkeeping our trails would be nice.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

There are many more pluralistic decisions that go into municipal

government and more education is important so residents and

businesses understand that government in general provides quality of

life that the private sector can't or won't do.
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Anonymous
11/01/2022 02:39 PM

Again….our taxes are high enough….find the waste and don’t cut

services.

Anonymous
11/03/2022 10:15 PM

This is the lamest questionnaire I have ever filled out. I should have

read all the questions first before I wasted time on it.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

I agree. I would like to be a council member myself some day and this

is a good resource to prepare yourself with some issues that may be

faced.

Anonymous
11/25/2022 10:55 AM

When will our municipal council that are supposed to be working for

the tax payer start taking the difficult position and reducing our

municipal staff, assets and services provided. The approach that has

been taken for the past 3 decades has resulted in unaffordable

taxation.

Optional question (36 response(s), 187 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q50  Through the budget questionnaire I have been able to learn more about municipal

services.

Disagree Slightly Disagree Slightly Agree Agree

Question options

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

54

36

100

33

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q51  Would you like to leave a comment based on the question you just answered?

Yes No

Question options

25

50

75

100

125

150

175

200

225

15

208

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/08/2022 09:40 AM

I’ve learned that this municipality is poorly run and needs an overhaul.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:54 AM

There are things we just cannot afford to fund anymore.

10/08/2022 12:00 PM

You barely hit the tip of the iceburg- what about poliuce/fire/EMT

services- bridges-hospitals- very little information shared

Anonymous
10/09/2022 06:51 PM

I know there is challenges for our municipality with costs going up,

however it's the little people that have to pay. All you still have a job

and worked thru the pandemic. Think about the poor people in this

community for once.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:08 PM

You cannot obtain clear information about services even when calling

very poor answers given at anytime just excuses and coverups

Anonymous
10/11/2022 10:56 AM

As a taxpayer and therefore a stakeholder in the municipality I take

interest in the process and pay attention to the various media and

internet venues that can educate me better and keep me informed.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:11 AM

The budget process should be more transparent to the public and all

increases shown and explained during the process. Most increases to

the budget were always income increases but never were they

properly explained except for the old contractual obligations. If the city

can't operate similar to the public sector, then some changes to the

contracts should be made.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 11:32 AM

this doesnt outline hardly anything specific about municipal services

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

Public consultation is only done when its convenient to do so and

ignored when the city wants to push items through like the Bell Fibre

and the Airport changes causing the loss of Air Orange landing at our

local airport to occur when NO consultation took place. Staff out and

out lied!

Q52  Please leave your comment.
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Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

Being relatively new to Chatham-Kent, it is helpful to learn the items

of importance in this municipality.

Anonymous
11/01/2022 02:39 PM

CUT THE WASTE TO KEEP TAXES DOWN

Anonymous
11/03/2022 10:15 PM

What I have learned is that the questionnaire was designed to arm

administration with reasons to increase budgets to fund front line

services that we previously had. Now ask me about the street behind

me that had the 15 year old sidewalk ripped up and new curbs and

asphalt applied that had the residents of the street shaking their

heads saying what a waste of money. I said don't worry about it, it's in

the budget. LOL

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

I agree. However, I believe there is too much waste and that there is

too much look towards spending more rather than cutting

unnecessary funding and redirecting funds.

Anonymous
11/25/2022 10:55 AM

If you want to teach the residents about the Municipal budget you

should include the budget with a detailed explanation for each item in

the budget

Optional question (14 response(s), 209 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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Q53  Age

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 and over Prefer Not to Answer Under 18

Question options

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

4

25

40

34

51

56

13

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q54  Which ward do you reside in?

Ward 1 - West Kent Ward 2 – South Kent Ward 3 – East Kent Ward 4 – North Kent

Ward 5 – Wallaceburg Ward 6 – Chatham

Question options

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

32

42

17

20

16

96

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Q55  Are you a homeowner and/or business owner?

Homeowner Business owner Both Neither

Question options

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180 171

2

37

13

Mandatory Question (223 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
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Anonymous
10/07/2022 05:18 PM

Is there anyway we can be annexed by a compotent administration.

Maybe become an extension of lakeshore

Anonymous
10/07/2022 06:07 PM

Start at 0 increase, end with 0 increase, and find the savings within

administration and staff efficiencies

Anonymous
10/07/2022 07:59 PM

If you are really interested in saving money from spending through the

municipality. Try cutting the spending on buying new cars, trucks, and

sending out to many employees to do a job one person can do. I

have seen time and time again where there is 1 person working and

2 others standing around watching. This would save money. I am not

trying to pick on anyone. I am not trying to pick on anyone. But reality

is a harder thing to swallow. Taxpayers would be more responsive if

to be asked to would it be ok if we spend less money and work harder

without being asked. I hope I haven't hurt anyones feelings I wasn't

trying to offend anyone. I am just giving my opinion and concerns.

Thank- you very much for allowing me to give you my opinions. Stay

safe Respectfully 

Anonymous
10/07/2022 11:08 PM

Wheatley needs your help and your immediate attention. Please do

more to help us, we feel like we’ve been left behind after the

explosion. This recovery process is taking far too long and is a bad

reflection on Chatham Kent leadership. Do the right thing and let’s get

Wheatley back on track. Thank you

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:18 AM

“I don’t know” should be an option for each question.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 09:11 AM

No info on disaster relief

GB
10/08/2022 09:42 AM

Happy to have property taxes increased if there is a proportional

increase of services in the municipality. I support a building

development fee, but am glad it will be discussed more with the

businesses/people that it affects directly. Would like more money

allocated to bike lanes and paths within the city. Annoyed that there

are lots of partitioned neighbourhoods without planning to allow for

interconnecting pedestrian/bike paths like in other cities. Seems like

more of an afterthought than intentional when it's done. For example,

Q56  Please use the following box to provide any comments on this survey or suggestions

for Council as it completes the 2023 Budget.
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could I ride my bike across much of Chatham without having to go on

the road? We have lots of separate paths throughout Chatham, but

few link up to create a robust network where I could ride my bike from

one end of the city to the other safely off the road. I don't understand

why a ton of money was spent to create a bike path around the river

that will be used by few people per dollar spent, when that same

amount could have been used creating a better bike path network.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:54 AM

My only hope is that council listens to our concerns and for once not

raise taxes right now. Affording to live right now is hard enough.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:59 AM

The 13% pay raise really hurt peoples trust in the council when we

are struggling with paying for our homes,bills etc. Pay raise should’ve

been last compared to what’s going on. Homelessness, addiction in

our community, unaffordable housing, inflation. Shame on you who

voted yes to the rise in pay.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 11:31 AM

Let's start with a zero base budget where all expenditures must be

justified! As  in one of his ads says "If you don't

change it, you choose it!"

Anonymous
10/08/2022 11:52 AM

Council spends tax payers money like residence all have good jobs. I

am not impressed with the decisions the Council has made.

10/08/2022 12:00 PM

Look harder at department budget requests- do not allow increases-

especially form the police- they waste money on needless things

Anonymous
10/08/2022 06:55 PM

It was refreshing to have the opportunity to contribute.

Anonymous
10/08/2022 07:16 PM

cut the police and fire budgets as deep as possible (0%)!!!!

Anonymous
10/08/2022 10:32 PM

Policing in the municipality is a farce! It is underfunded leading to the

lack of number of officers needed.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 07:35 AM

0% increase on taxes. Make the tough decisions, reduce staff where

necessary. Departments heads need to stop threatening "reduced

services" when they don't get requested increase. Council needs to

apply "due diligence" when it comes to spending taxpayers money.
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Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:50 AM

No mention was made on the proposed revitalization of the

downtown Chatham center, decisions which the new council will take

over and I expect will involve the taxpayer and budget deliberations.

Please stay out of private enterprise proposals and their interest to

download properties ie. downtown center, former Navistar property to

the Municipality. They will get richer and the tax payer poorer no

matter how appealing these proposals are!

Anonymous
10/09/2022 10:30 AM

Prioritize saving money. Stop expanding the municipal government.

Administration is too large for our tax base.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 10:48 AM

I feel the municipality is well run. My concern is the amount of the

budget allocated to Information Technology. It appears that budget is

as large as EMS service for Chatham. That seems too large and

costly for me. If looking for cuts I suggest start there.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 10:58 AM

Council needs to stop getting involved in the day to day operations.

Administration is hired to look after the day to day operations. Council

has to stop giving into constituants every time.Needs to start divesting

and repurposing under utilized buildings.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 02:21 PM

The survey deliberately left out the discussions about the future of the

down town city centre. WHY ??? And what is planned for the old

Harvester property ? Is the Municipality going to Ambush the

Taxpayer`s with another surprize like they did with the Bradly Center

? You know , the one about because you tore down the old Kinsmen

Auditorium , now you must use the Bradly Center or pay a default fee

back to the Bradly`s , you know what I mean.... don`t you. Have you

already got plans for both that useless City Center and the old

Harvester which we have already paid for but no one is allowed to

talk about it yet ???? In this regard , is the effort on Richmond St.

using Municipal provided services , personnel or equipment , etc. , as

this is still a form of subsidy being paid for by taxpayers. I mean you

can`t miss the huge sign about C-K splattered across the front. This

municipality will wind up buying another white elephant to help bail

out a local millionaire , who made a stupid mistake, buy purchasing it

in the first place. This Municipality has a long and unimpressive

history of just plain BAD spending , with absolutely NO regard to the

stess this causes the local taxpayers trying to get by on low or fixed

incomes. To me this Municiplality in some cases is beyond loathing,

wasting MILLIONs of tax dollars on stupid ideas, which never asked

for Taxpayer input in the first place. If conducted like a Democracy ,

with proper Taxpayer input , then CONSENT , these wasteful ideas
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would never have seen the light of day. In the future, if these ideas

are so good , then the market place will decide whether or not it was

any good at all, but that risk will be born by the business man/ women

who suggests it and not taxpayers. Don`t invest our hard earned tax

dollars on rubbish ideas.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 06:51 PM

If all the low income and fixed income people have to tighten their

belts, Chatham-Kent should to.

Anonymous
10/09/2022 09:49 PM

With prices going up and taxes,home repair costs and higher utility

bills and being on a fixed income we cant afford higher taxes.To

many people are not contributing their fair share of the burden.Find

ways to cut taxes and spend the money on what is truly needed not

on things like a new arena.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:08 PM

Council and management have to start focus on saving whether it be

contracting out services and cut supervisors we are currently paying

off the board salaries for all services and way way over staffed for the

work they do

Anonymous
10/10/2022 02:43 PM

I do not believe our tax dollars spending is properly managed ,

audited professionally and anyone on council questioning bad

practices is/ will be ostracized for doing so.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 05:44 PM

These surveys are great. Hope they are taken seriously. Stop letting

 talk publicly. She spews bullshit and makes 144k a year.

Go find someone that just graduated from university and give them

100k to do a better job.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 05:56 PM

Immediate plans should start to be made for the imminent deadline of

the current shelter. Continuing to fund community housing is

important and can be a great partnership. This crisis in housing

affordability is compounding the problem of housing insecurity and

creating more social issues for our community.

Anonymous
10/10/2022 08:37 PM

Please do not increase property taxes any more...inflation has been

hard on many families. with a recession coming, please consider

cutting the fat and really taking a hard look at needs versus wants.

Anonymous Please add a forestry department to handle the trails, parks, and
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10/10/2022 08:55 PM municipal woodlots and street trees. We are one of the only

municipalities that does not have a forestry department. It’s sad.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 06:10 AM

Please go ahead with the downtown Chatham mall project

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:00 AM

Traffic management is in this budget somewhere. Although it is

possible that it is not given the lack thereof. When you sub out the

work for traffic management - be sure to make them accountable to

every intersection. Thanks for the opportunity to give my temperature

on budget needs

Anonymous
10/11/2022 07:29 AM

You need to review what is essential. Many retired taxpayers are in a

fixed pension. Cost of everything is going up. Council needs to take

this into consideration. Not everyone makes a municipal government

income. Young families are struggling. Just look at the food banks

begging for help

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:04 AM

Can you PLEASE add funds to fix the traffic lights in the city of

Chatham. Some of the major intersections(eg. Grand &amp; St Clair,

Grand &amp; Sandy etc) have sensors that are not working correctly.

Trying to show we are an up and coming community but we don't

have the funds to fix traffic lights

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:29 AM

Don't be afraid to raise taxes to a level that will a) maintain existing

services and b) enhance services that need it. If its 10% (as it may be

to cover infation as you have mentioned) so be it

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:31 AM

I am in favour of taxation increases that maintains or increases

facilities that are beneficial to the well being of our residents, such as

libraries, bike and walking trails and playground amenities.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:35 AM

After years and years of not keeping up Municipal infrstucture, now

with inflation things will likely get much worse. I am strongly opposed

to the new arena and downtown move city hall project to Mr. Meyer's

empty mall. The mayor, who had his  during the

campaign, is not even out there hearing the residents of ck's outrage

over this proposal,

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:11 AM

I've voted for the council members that contribute to the growth of the

city while maintaining or lowering taxes as their goal. It should be the
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goal of any city for the betterment of their citizens and one of those

goals should be lowering taxes especially in inflationary times.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 11:56 AM

It's time we restructured how we collect taxes. There is no reason

why when I spend 40 years saving scrimping to get into a nice house

in a nice neighborhood that I should be penalized. It seems that the

harder you work the more you save the nicer you keep your property

the more you are penalized by our present tax system

Anonymous
10/11/2022 01:51 PM

understanding the importance of our roads conditions and providing

safe clear lanes for our drivers. Attracting our younger generations of

our families to remain living in Chatham Kent, by bringing in new

industries to our community that pays well!!!!!

Anonymous
10/11/2022 04:45 PM

Strange survey questions about items the general citizen would not

have any background information on. Our ability to pay is a reality

and we cannot afford to spend anymore on things we do not need.

The size of council needs to be reduced also. We need more open

honest communication with our council and ward reps, and this

council needs to get back to work inside City Hall. Not everyone has

access to their zoom meetings. If council is afraid to meet in

person...what message is that sending to everyone in CK!! Overall,

budget time is extremely stressful to anyone who is a home owner.

Our ability to pay and keep our homes is becoming more difficult.

Anonymous
10/11/2022 08:57 PM

Council needs to pay closer attention to the budget of the Police

Service. I feel that they consider themselves to be special and not

answerable to Council, let alone the public that pays their wages and

for all there toys.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 10:05 AM

I have not received any change to my services. I do not have

municipal water or sewer. I do not have municipal garbage or

recycling pick up. I do not have Entegrus. I do not have high speed

internet. I do not have the brine I have requested five times on my dirt

road. What I did get though, was a higher tax bill. Reduce number of

council members. Implement citizen portal for rural maintenance

work. Stop cutting down the trees in our ditches if farmers can’t cut

down trees on their farmland. Initiate a tree planting program and

vegetable growing program. Build smaller, cheaper affordable rental

units, that are actually rent controlled. Land a large contract like Old

Navy or Chapters for our mall and bring back shopping to Chatham.

Don’t raise taxes. I have yet to see any benefit, and I pay more than

someone in town who does receive all the perks of my tax dollars.
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Inflation is not the justifiable answer to raise them. We cannot afford

$20 more a year no matter what your salaries say. Change the route

Hydro One is taking through peoples farmlands and make them

spend the extra money (trust me they have it) and go around, taking

the least encroaching route as possible. Taking 10 million for charities

so they can rip through peoples properties is not a fair way to treat us

in the rural area. Also, not a good look for this council and another

reason why you don’t need to raise taxes, when you just accepted a

“donation” “for the community.” If Windsor and Leamington can

maintain their costs, so can Chatham-Kent, since only Chatham

benefits as the smaller communities are posed to lose their service

Ontario buildings making it more difficult for rural area tax payers.

This is also not acceptable unless you plan to lower their taxes since

their area is no longer paying for that service. Don’t raise taxes. Don’t

be that council…again. Give us taxpayers a break. We all need it.

Thank you.

Anonymous
10/12/2022 11:32 AM

i am a youth raised in chatham i bleed chatham and i need chatham

to thrive so i can. please spend some money on housing, mental

health, and addictions

Anonymous
10/12/2022 12:45 PM

Fix the gravel roads. Traffic control…….where is it?

Anonymous
10/13/2022 10:07 AM

We would appreciate staff and council's due diligence implementing a

0% tax increase for this 2023 Budget

Anonymous
10/13/2022 02:29 PM

Rural areas are tired of the Chatham centric approach to services and

priorities. Police budgets keep increasing with service levels non-

existent in rural areas. Council needs to focus on assisting those who

live here now and will continue to live here rather than so called

business investors who tell a great story, build something with grants,

loans and promises to Ec Dev and then disappear. Leaving the

building empty, the site an eyesore and not actually hiring anyone in

the area. There are many of these situations in each Ward and local

residents are very tired of this rinse and repeat cycle.

Anonymous
10/13/2022 08:14 PM

I’ve accidentally two questions, too bad you can’t go back and correct

them.

10/14/2022 04:33 PM

Please consider adding free WiFi to a small rural community like

Erieau Library. We often get tourists asking if WiFi is available.
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Anonymous
10/14/2022 08:52 PM

This felt incomplete and less than transparent.

Anonymous
10/17/2022 12:44 PM

Please keep in mind that the role of government is not to provide

everything we need to succeed in life, but to make sure that

infrastructure, and the basics are taken care of responsibly - after all,

it's our money

Anonymous
10/17/2022 07:02 PM

no matter the need, you can not keep increasing tax's at a rate higher

than income's the rate payer is being backed into a corner

Anonymous
10/18/2022 11:11 AM

The survey is a great idea. I hope that many of our citizens will take

the time to complete. It is one easy way to participate in this very

important process.

Anonymous
10/18/2022 03:07 PM

Cut taxes. Homeowners are going to food banks. Renters are going

to food banks. They are the silent among you that suffer and are too

embarrassed to make themselves known. Every time property taxes

go up, landlords pass it on, and homeowners pay it too. There are

working poor attending the food banks. People you would never

guess. $1 milllion slush fund from hydro one for the new power lines

infuriates me. At 40k homes, that’s $25 per house. That $1 million

should have never been given to councillors for events in their area. I

can not afford to attend these events, but $25 would prevent one less

trip to the food bank. It would buy my family a roast for supper.

Something we can never afford. It would provide the treat of for once

having fresh strawberries to enjoy. Something I cannot afford to buy

my family. I don’t care about festivals. I care about making my rent

and putting food on the table. Shame on CK council for frittering away

the $1 million.

Anonymous
10/19/2022 04:42 PM

We need a new mayor and new members of council.

Anonymous
10/19/2022 07:29 PM

Tired of the endless tax increases. Always blaming inflation yet we

never see efficiencies as done in the private sector. What was the

inflation rate in 2020 when everyone was locked up and why were all

the municipal employees kept on the payroll while we were on the

street laid off. Tell  to stick his mask and vaccine

mandates.
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Anonymous
10/19/2022 09:40 PM

I think the budget needs to be more transparent and show line by line

what our money is going too. Just like my own personal budget, we

need to know where it is all going. Thank You

Anonymous
10/20/2022 08:24 AM

Don’t increased city debt

Anonymous
10/20/2022 10:23 AM

zero tax increase, utilize existing staff to fill positions, train and

transfer employees as needed very few new hires. freeze wages for

employees earning over $130,000 a year. work on all parts of the

budget including the police.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 03:59 PM

Anonymous
10/20/2022 06:00 PM

We need new blood in our municipality for change.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 07:33 PM

Please start spending my tax money proportionately. Taxes from

ward 6 should stay in ward 6 etc.

Anonymous
10/20/2022 09:24 PM

Enforce property standards bylaws for extra funds.

Anonymous
10/22/2022 09:07 AM

Focus on opening Wheatley!

Anonymous
10/23/2022 11:11 AM

good luck to you all in these trying times!

Anonymous
10/23/2022 03:17 PM

Please do not use inflation as a scapegoat for increasing taxes.

People are already struggling to keep up as their salaries are not

increasing at the same pace as inflation. They don't need their

property taxes to go up as well. Instead, find new ways to save

money. Perhaps garbage could be picked up biweekly or monthly

instead of weekly. Perhaps you can offer different sized garbage bins

and make people who choose the bigger bins pay more for them.

These types of initiatives would help lower our municipality's carbon

footprint, produce a new revenue stream, and reduce costs.

Anonymous The people are getting tired of more and more tax increases! Start
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10/23/2022 08:35 PM running the municipality as a profitable business, cut costs where you

can. Too many staff at public works for sure. Do your research.

Anonymous
10/24/2022 08:01 PM

NO TAX INCREASE&gt;

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:45 PM

Real Leadership by Council must begin to occur. Princes and

princesses of $$ and key staff seem to drive everything council does

and this I have heard from insiders within staff and council!

Anonymous
10/26/2022 02:50 PM

I simply request that council examine the many areas of city staff

wastage before creating a budget which funds that waste.

10/27/2022 07:39 PM

Our property taxes are too high. The capital theatre project was a

ridiculous, expensive toy for the elite of Chatham. This cannot be

repeated with this new mall area project. We do not need it and

cannot afford it.

Anonymous
10/27/2022 07:49 PM

item 1 : The urban but high rural set up of CK creates a lot of costs

that are not covered by gov't funding since our we are like a hybrid.

Are we able to pursue more exceptions to be be more urban and

receive funding to maintain the expensive rural costs? The

municipality, while largely rural, is not viewed that way by the

province, which has capped the funding it receives through the fund

at $10 million.. Can we push more on this topic? Maybe engage more

rural people to help push Ontario?? Item 2 ; Property taxes are a

significant concern for many people. We need to continue to finds

ways to keep taxes in check. Thanks for asking

10/28/2022 01:04 PM

We do not necessarily agree with the $ 25,000.00 that each councilor

will be allowed to send to his constituents during the upcoming year.

Could this cash grab not be used to at least lessen our tax bill. As

well, we strongly believe that each department in the municipality be

better governed by their respective managers. As such, we have 1st

hand knowledge of the toxic environment in the "Water" department

of the PUC. Who has oversight in the management of the staff in this

department. The working conditions leave a lot to be desired.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 08:16 AM

Involve the community more. We don’t hear a lot of what’s going on

in CK.
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Anonymous
10/30/2022 08:24 AM

Think prevention, not correction. Social housing, senior care,

psychological support, youth care, recreation and education all help

keep a community well. Lower budgets for fire and police… while we

need and appreciate them, they are well financed with bloated union

power. Switch the preference to helping citizens life healthy lives.

Traditional budgets need to be revamped and future focused -

planned spending, not same old. Thanks.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:10 AM

I find the council decisions to be very biased in favour of the urban

communities. And a rural tax payer I find our voices, concerns, and

lively hoods are very low priority compared to the urban agendas.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:23 AM

Shoe how budget investment is supporting a plan for the community.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 10:20 AM

Please stop the excessive taxing of the middle class.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 07:11 PM

I would like to see zero property tax increases for the next 4 years.

Use the money you took in last year from all property taxes ( not the

gas tax or casino money ) and spend up to that amount and no more.

If there are large projects coming up, do not borrow the money.

Instead save for it. Just like a household. We had low inflation for the

last several years and the city kept on spending and raising taxes.

Now you need to do the opposite in this high inflation period. Just

spend less. There are some things that have to be done and some

that can wait. They will be there year after year and there will always

be things to be done. People cannot afford any more taxes as it is

getting harder to feed a family and drive a car to work. If this is a

retirement city, then you need to keep the taxes low as well as the

water and sewer rates or people will start moving out.

Anonymous
10/30/2022 09:50 PM

We need leaf bag pick up in the fall and spring like other cities have.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 08:08 AM

Thank you for listening. It is appreciated.

Anonymous
10/31/2022 11:16 AM

It's time to thin out the upper management in this city and stop basing

your increases on Municipalities outside of CK. It should not matter

what the costs to other Municipalities is to base your increases on....
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Anonymous
10/31/2022 03:01 PM

The physician recruitment needs to target family doctors that can

have capacity to take on new patients. It is unfair to encourage

retirees, young families, and an expanding labour force to locate in

Chatham-Kent and then not have doctors available. I realize this is a

provincial issue, so strong lobbying and inter-governmental relations

are necessary. I'd also like see yard waste pick-up stepped up on

leafy streets throughout the municipality, during the fall. And greater

appreciation/consideration within level-of-service policies for those

wanting to age in place. Thanks for the opportunity to provide input.

Anonymous
11/01/2022 09:23 AM

I wish the municipality would stop allowing so much farmland to be

turned into suburban jungles. It's really a shame considering how

valuable food production will be in the next 25years.

Anonymous
11/01/2022 09:25 AM

There is far too much woke nonsense creeping it's way into Chatham

Kent. All of us are equal. No need for rainbow crosswalks and pride

parades.

Anonymous
11/01/2022 09:26 AM

Save Talbot Trail It would be far more affordable to fix “at risk”

shoreline areas ONLY, in an effort to protect the road, as opposed to

the costs of moving Talbot Trail

Anonymous
11/01/2022 11:01 AM

CLOSE HIGHGATE AND MERLIN LIBRARIES!!!

Anonymous
11/01/2022 02:39 PM

How many times do I have to tell you….cut the waste and keep taxes

down….we are one of the highest taxed municipalities!!!

Anonymous
11/03/2022 10:15 PM

Go out and look at the proposed projects and say do we really need

this? Can it wait a year or two? One example, just because we spend

say, spend a million bucks on sidewalks every year, do we need to

do it every year. Don't tell me if we don't keep up we will fall behind. I

agree some things fall into that MUST DO category and should be

done. All departments will naturally ask for an increase to their

budget because of inflation or whatever, i don't here anyone asking

for whatever actually is. I would like to replace some of my fleet with

new trucks but the cost is just too high right now. We will make do

with maintenance to the existing until the cost is more reasonable.

Same thing should apply to things like road paving for instance. As

said earlier in the questionnaire costs have increased 25%, so do

less.
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Anonymous
11/12/2022 10:13 AM

Our roads, bridges, culverts, etc. should be safe and properly

maintained - even if it means a tax increase.

Anonymous
11/12/2022 10:06 PM

I am comfortable with an increase around 2-3% to keep our services.

11/17/2022 07:41 PM

The climate change stuff is beyond dumb.

Anonymous
11/21/2022 04:24 AM

You should offer “neutral’ as a response option. Especially given that

all questions must be answered in order to submit any responses.

Question 17 gave a ‘not applicable” option but question 19 didn’t and

should have. Why all the questions about accessible bins at transfer

stations. It’s 2022, accessibility should be built into everything.

Anonymous
11/23/2022 02:13 PM

We need to spend money to attract new people to Chatham-Kent to

increase our tax base.

Anonymous
11/23/2022 05:38 PM

Whether you were born and raised in CK or you recently moved here

Council must have the vision to offer all residents a lifestyle which

include amenities that are family centred. Here are my suggestions

Create a long term plan to create a river walk from the downtown

area to the Keil Drive bridge. Make it beautiful, stunning. The river

downtown is ignored. I have traveled to many parts of the world and

for those cities that are fortunate to have a river in their city centre

make it a main attraction. My other suggestion has to be a centralized

sports park for all family members to enjoy which must include a

Pickleball Hub. It is the fastest growing sport for all ages.

Anonymous
11/23/2022 05:41 PM

Please consider building a pickleball hub. Recommend at least 8-10

courts would be ideal. Tournaments could be played which in turn is

good for the local economy. Hotels and restaurants would reap the

benefits of this build. The sport is growing very fast -we need to be a

part of this exciting reality. This is considered a sport for older adults

but the younger generation can also play this game. I also would like

to suggest changing King street to a closed street and remove all

businesses on the River side which in turn would make the riverfront

beautiful. Walkways and lighting all along the River would be great.

These are just a few suggestions-but I have lived in Chatham Kent

my whole life and love it. So proud of this town-it has amazing

potential!!
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Anonymous
11/23/2022 11:49 PM

I still would love to know how the municipality spends so much money

on specifics budgets. I just can’t get to that number. (Perhaps it is

time to compare to other municipalities - like in Europe)

Anonymous
11/25/2022 10:55 AM

Its time for a change in Chatham Kent. We need to stop brow beating

the residents and start taking quantitative actions to reduce the tax

dollars paid and services offered.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 03:14 PM

It is expected that the council will endeavour to be fiscally responsible

for the 2023 tax year. Given the increased costs of literally

everything, this is not the year to substantially increase taxes. As a

senior living on a fixed income with no chance of any substantial

increases we can't afford more taxes. Tough enough to pay the

regular bills and put food on the table without having the municipality

increasing my taxes.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 06:05 PM

Tax increases should be commensurate with inflation at least. Pay

now or pay later. Councillors looking for zero or low increases need a

better understanding of macro economics. Same for the general

public.

Anonymous
11/27/2022 06:18 PM

I am hoping to see green bin waste come to CK. How much could be

saved if there was recycling/ green bin every week and the garbage

every other week? Look at the programs in other municipalities. CK

lets a lot of garbage go to landfill that could be redirected.

Anonymous
11/28/2022 12:07 PM

The municipality needs to review its administration cost as will how

many contracts or studies are outsourced!

Optional question (100 response(s), 123 skipped)

Question type: Essay Question
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